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Executive Summary and Recommendations
Two resolutions on Sri Lanka, sponsored by the United States of America (USA), were
passed and adopted at the United Nations Human Rights Council (UNHRC) in March 2012
and March 2013 respectively. The USA is currently in the process of sponsoring a third
resolution at the UNHRC session in March 2014. Both adopted resolutions had called on the
Government of Sri Lanka (GoSL) to implement the ‘constructive recommendations’ of the
Sri Lanka’s own Lessons Learnt and Reconciliation Commission (LLRC).

However, Sri Lanka has to date failed to take any meaningful steps to implement these LLRC
recommendations.

On close analysis of the past history of Presidential Commissions in Sri Lanka and their
success in resolving issues concerning that of the Tamil people in the island of Sri Lanka, this
paper strongly attests that no domestic mechanism is capable of delivering justice to the
Tamil people who continue to face structural genocide in the post-war scenario.

Both March 2012 and March 2013 UNHRC resolutions on Sri Lanka were inadequate in
addressing the Tamil nation’s aspirations and grievances, given the Tamil people are the
primary victims and survivors of Sri Lankan mass atrocities committed over nearly four
decades. The LLRC report too neglected this aspect.

The research in this paper reveals the true ground reality and urgency of justice for Tamil
victims and survivors of the mass atrocities. This paper also finds the GoSL in serious
violation of International Humanitarian Law (IHL) and International Human Rights Law
(IHRL), with a total failure and lack of will to implement recommendations by both the
LLRC as well as UNHRC resolutions.

While external actors have focused largely on human rights violations in Sri Lanka, genocide
against the Tamil nation has been accelerated by the Sri Lankan State in the mean time.

The LLRC, both UNHRC resolutions and some human rights organization have mentioned
militarization of the North as a form of human rights violations. However, all fail to
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understand that the militarization process in the East is relatively higher than the North and
that the militarization process itself of the North and East is in fact being used as a tool to
execute structural genocide of the Tamil nation.

Demographic changes, through land-grab, military occupation, Sinhala settlements and
sexual abuse on Tamil women, have been instrumental in the ongoing structural genocide of
the Tamil people. These demographic changes also aim to dismantle the territorial integrity
of the Tamil nation. The government’s strategy of compartmentalizing the Tamil homeland
into five sections has been executed with the intent of destroying the Tamil nation, either as a
whole or in part.
Furthermore, the State’s intentional targeting of the territorial integrity of the Tamil
homeland, economy, unique culture, identity and security and safety of the Tamil people, to
eventually eliminate the existence of the Tamil nation from the island of Sri Lanka have been
executed under the guise of the ‘world’s largest humanitarian operation’ and ‘post-war
development’.

This has made safeguarding the Tamil traditional homeland, culture and identity among the
major collective aspirations of the Tamil people as a whole.

This paper not only exposes the ulterior agenda of structural genocide, but reveals and
challenges the GoSL’s latest time-buying strategy of mitigating international pressure by
introducing South Africa’s Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC) discourse ahead of
the upcoming 25th UNHRC session.

Post-apartheid South Africa developed TRC for its context. It is important that Sri Lanka
finds its own solution for its own context based on credible and factual historical
understanding. Arguably, South African leaders acted with moral convictions and their
leadership was accepted by the victims and survivors. In contrast, the Sri Lankan State while
denying mass atrocities throughout the protracted armed conflict has sunk into triumphalism.
And more importantly, despite overwhelming evidence of Sri Lanka’s violations of IHL and
IHRL, to date no genuine attempts have been made for criminal accountability, punitive
justice or prosecution of perpetrators.
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Finally, considering the disturbing developments, this paper calls on all concerned
stakeholders to take strong actions to implement the below recommendations.

Recommendations
Independent international investigation into mass atrocities that took place throughout
the armed conflict in the island of Sri Lanka.

Immediate steps to stop the structural genocide of the Tamil nation, particularly the
demographic changes through land-grabbing, military occupation, Sinhala settlements
process and sexual violence against Tamil women.

The permanent presence of a UNHRC mission or formation of an internationally
monitored transitional administration in the Tamil homeland. In any such formation,
capacity to ensure witness protection, political will and operational independence should
be included.

An adequate mechanism for combating impunity, criminal accountability, punitive
justice and prosecution should be created in accordance with international norms and
standards.

This paper has five sections, each by a different author(s). Hence, writing techniques and
referencing formats / styles may vary between each section.
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1. Sexual violence against Tamil women
1.1 Introduction
This section constructs a comprehensive analysis on sexual violence, systematically targeting
Tamils in the North and East of the island of Sri Lanka in the post-war context. Sexual
violence aimed at Tamil population is perpetrated by the State’s armed forces as a form of
human rights violation and the Government of Sri Lanka through this process aims to achieve
a structural genocide of the Tamil people. This section further investigates statistics,
perspectives, and individual case studies of this phenomenon and demonstrates that all forms
of sexual violence targeting Tamil people in the North and East cause strategic devastation in
a long -term perspective.

1.2

Sexual Violence Defined

According to Seelinger et al (2011) in the report of ‘[T]he investigation and prosecution of
Sexual Violence’, the phenomenon of sexual violence is defined as ‘any sexual act, attempt
to obtain sexual act, unwanted sexual comments or advances, or acts to traffic a person’s
sexuality using coercion or threats of harm or physical force by any person regardless of
relationship to the person, in any setting, including but not limited to home and work’. As
further demonstrated in the report, sexual violence may occur in different forms – eg: sexual
assault, rape, forced marriage, genital mutilation, sexual slavery or trafficking, and exposing
sexual organs in an inappropriate manner.

1.3

Scholars’ Recent Considerations on Genocidal Sexual Crimes

Aginam (2012) in the website of the United Nations University12 suggests that the systematic
incidents of rapes against vulnerable women have been used as a strong weapon to perpetrate
genocide as well as seen to be a serious form of human rights violation. As further elaborated
in the article, modern-day wars have witnessed large-scale indiscriminate deployment of rape
as a “weapon” of war by combatants. Also in armed conflicts such as in the former
Yugoslavia, Liberia, the Democratic Republic of the Congo, Sudan, the Central African
1

United Nations University. Rapes and HIV as weapons of war. Source:
http://unu.edu/publications/articles/rape-and-hiv-as-weapons-of-war.html
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Republic, Sierra Leone and Rwanda-the widespread use of rape as a tool of warfare has
become a conspicuous phenomenon. Many scholars also have argued that systematic
incidents of sexual violence perpetration can lead to genocide of a community. Many
scholars have constructed aggressive disputes against genocidaires and the war crimes
perpetrated both in the setting of ‘during war and post-war contexts’.

In this sense, the war crimes and acts of genocide continuously perpetrated by the Sri Lankan
State on the Tamil people have gained wide media coverage and brought to the attention of
stakeholders in the United Nations and Human Rights activists.

1.4
Analysis: Sexual Violence as a Consequence of Militarization and Root Cause of
Structural Genocide
Facts, statistics, and cases of incidents evidence that sexualized violence is used as a form of
human rights violations in the post-war setting of North and East. As cited from an article in
womenundersiegeproject.org (2013)3, all forms of human rights violations in the specified
contexts are aimed to meet specific strategic objectives, which ultimately lead to achieve the
vision of structural genocide. The below extracted are some common purposes of such
targeted sexual violence with militarization being the root cause.

'To assert State power: State security forces appear to have been the main perpetrators of
sexualized violence. A groundbreaking Human Rights Watch report on sexualized violence
against Tamil citizens, released in February 2013, found that rape is a regular aspect of
military and police proceedings, with “army, police, and pro-government paramilitary
groups frequently participating (ibid).
To control communities: The Sri Lankan government, known for its lack of accountability
and continued violence, acknowledged using rape as a tactic in certain instances for this
reason. In a 1997 government report, the State’s own representatives found that “violence
against women was used as a tool of control of a community. (ibid)”

3

Womenundersiegeproject.org. (2013). Conflict profiles; Sri Lanka. Source:
http://www.womenundersiegeproject.org/conflicts/profile/sri-lanka
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To gather information: Rape was “one of the unlawful tools used by the Sri Lankan military
and police” to gain intelligence about the Tamil Tigers both during and after the war.
Sexualized violence was also used to force detainees, like the ones HRW interviewed, to
“confess” to LTTE membership' (ibid).

1.5

Trend of Violence in the Past Five Years

Year

Trends of Sexual Violence

2009

Rapes in the IDP camps.
Sexual violence occurred during the scanning process.
Additional risks occurred for LTTE cadres.

2010

Higher levels of rapes, and other forms sexual violence in the IDP camps.

2011

Rapes and other forms of sexual violence both in the IDP camps and among
the returnees.

2012

Rapes and other forms of sexual violence both in the IDP camps and among
the returnees.
Violence achieved by Grease devils in the North and East.
Forced marriages.
Violence targeted at children.

2013

1.6

Coercive population control and all other serious forms of sexual violations.

Rapes and Other Forms of Sexual Violence and Trauma in the IDP Camps

Lives of Tamil women have become extremely painful and traumatic in the IDP camps where
they remained vulnerable to all forms of sexual violence. As identified in the LLRC report
cited from the Asia Report4 (2011; P17) ‘women feel unsafe in the presence of the armed
forces, and in most of the resettled areas such presence is not very reassuring to women’. As
elaborated further in the Asia Report (2011; P21), ‘the military’s aggressive efforts to identify
LTTE cadres were frequently degrading and a further blow to already traumatized people…
Women also had reason to fear sexual violence, given the history of rapes by the security
4

Asia Report. (2011). Sri Lanka; women’s insecurity in the North & East. Source:
http://www.crisisgroup.org/~/media/Files/asia/south-asia/sri-lanka/217%20Sri%20Lanka%20%20Womens%20Insecurity%20in%20the%20North%20and%20East%20KO.pdf
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forces and their complete control over the screening and internment process. The sense of
constant surveillance in the crowded camps for the displaced was also distressing for some’.
On the other hand, women who were actually LTTE cadres faced additional risks of rapes
and humiliation in the screening process (ibid).

1.7

Militarization and Sexual Violence Aimed at Tamil Women in the North and East

Militarization in the North and East is seen to be a phenomenon that has created vast negative
impacts on the lives of the Tamil people. Sexual violence has become a leading form of
human rights violation in this setting. It can be also said that there is a direct correlation
between militarization and the ongoing rapes and other forms of sexual violence against
Tamil women in the North and East. For an example, the context in which these women and
girls are now living – either in their villages or with host families – is dominated by the
military and central government. While many are at “home”, they often are at the mercy of
male Sinhalese soldiers for information, goods and services; in some areas, the government’s
Tamil paramilitary allies play that role. Whether in rural or more urban areas, women are
often heading households that exist within a dense web of military camps and check-points.
The military is also increasingly involved in running shops and businesses and is the
government’s labour force of choice for many of the road and other infrastructure projects it
has started across the North and East – creating a risk that funding from international donors
will be used to support the military. These projects also often bring Sinhalese male labourers
from the south to stay in work camps (ibid).

In addition to the checkpoints, which have been a longstanding risk factor for women, the
military now has relatively easy access to women’s homes. This is new, especially in the
Vanni. After the end of civil war, many people continue to live in flimsy and temporary
shelters, where they remain vulnerable to any form of violence. Although the government
often claims to be hiring Tamil police officers and deploying female police and soldiers, both
still remain the exception for women trying to negotiate their daily lives. The military is also
the gate-keeper to all detainees, determining whether and when women will be able to see
their husbands or other family members. The situation in the North and East is worse,
because there are very few local structures to mediate the relationship with the military (ibid).
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The decades-long civil war may be over, but many women from the island's ethnic Tamil
community still fear for their safety in former conflict zones amid ongoing reports of rape
and sexual violence. There have been 102 cases of sexual abuse reported in Jaffna in 2010
and an increased 182 cases in 2011, as stated by Dr. Sivaruban who is cited in a BBC UK
Online article (2012). However, the situation has turned to be the worst in 2013, where girls
as young as seven have been sexually abused and sexual violence against women is on the
increase in northern Sri Lanka (ibid). Asia Report (2011) on ‘Women’s insecurity in the
North and East’ outlines some constructive points with regard to the ‘on-going nature’ of
sexual violence in the post-war setting of North and East. As pointed out in the report, this
environment is particularly threatening for Tamil women heading households or who are
single.
The following extractions cited from Goundviews.org (2013) 5 demonstrate systematically
targeted rapes aimed at Tamil women.
‘In August 2013, a woman from Pooneryn was raped and reportedly left for dead by two men
wearing khaki pants and green t-shirts. One of the men had sat on her chest while the other
had repeatedly raped her. After her treatment at the Kilinochchi Hospital, military personnel
had escorted her to the local camp and provided her with dry rations. Local activists had
learnt of the incident only after the woman was re- admitted to the Kilinochchi Hospital to be
treated for internal bleeding, a month after the rape. Following the attack, the military had
handed over a local fisherman to the Police, accusing him of having committed the sexual
assault. However, the nature of her injuries indicate that there had been more than one
assailant, and the fisherman, currently being held in remand, does not bear the initial
description of her attackers’.

The below extracted story on gang rape of a young women also pin points the military as the
cause of perpetration.
‘In 2010, a 22-year old woman from Visuwamadu (Kilinochchi District) was gang raped by 4
military personnel. As the female tenant living in the survivor’s house was originally from the
hill country, she was well versed in spoken Sinhala and therefore military persons would
frequent their home and chat to her. On the night of 6 June 2010, some of the military
5

Groundviews.org. (2013). Women and children in the North; sexual harassments, grievances, and challenges.
Source: http://groundviews.org/2013/10/31/women-and-children-in-the-north-sexual-harassment-grievancesand-challenges/
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personnel who’d visited their home earlier in the day to strike up a conversation with the
elderly tenant had come to their house, intoxicated and wearing civilian attire. They had
beaten up the survivor’s brother. Having chased the brother out of the house, the military
had dragged her to the bushes nearby and raped the 22- year old. They had then left her
there and returned to their base. As it had been a rainy day, their footprints leading back to
the camp were visible in the mud’ (ibid).

A story of a homicide-driven rape:
‘The decomposed and mutilated body of a 47 year old woman, displaced from Nelukkulam
(Vavuniya District) was found at the temple chariot park site of the Naachchimaar Kovil, in
the Jaffna town on 17th October, 2013. Medical sources in Jaffna have confirmed that she
had been gang-raped, had acid thrown on her and killed. She had been living at the Holy
Family Convent in Jaffna and is reported to have been mentally traumatized by the war. She
had been reported missing since the 3rd of October this year’ (ibid).
A recent study on “war widows” in Trincomalee district cited from Asia Report (2011)
found: widowed mothers spoke about their need for protection from sexual violation and
harassment from men in the general public, in positions of authority, in the army, the navy,
and in the military police. Quantitative data of this study showed that 68 per cent of [the 40]
interviewees reported that pressure to have sexual relationships commonly arises for
widowed mothers when they are trying to get work done. One interviewee described
intimidation and sexual advances by the military police during frequent forced inquiries in
the military camp and she was fearful of the manner in which she is unduly stereotyped as a
widow of a terrorist (Asia Report, 2011).

The case from Mullaitivu, reported below, is clearly indicative of the vulnerability and
insecurity faced by women in the Vanni, and exposes the dire predicament of their
circumstances. In mid-September, a 19-year-old girl who was walking home from school was
blocked by a drunken man who tried to touch her breasts, at which point she had hit him with
her slipper and screamed, bringing a village boy to the scene, chasing away the drunken
predator. She had then complained to her school Principal who had in turn complained to the
Police on her behalf. The Police then sent over a CID officer to inquire into the matter, only
to realize that the drunken man and the CID officer were the same. She had been scared to
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tell anyone this, as she has to take the same route to school each day (Groundviews.org,
2013).

It is also noteworthy to mention other distressing trends that have occurred in the island over
the past years. In the year 2011, there happened to be a mystery relating to ‘Grease Devils’
that targeted Tamil women. The media and the public were swift to dub the intruders ‘Grease
Devils’. Later it was found that these ‘Grease Devils’ are old caricature referring to
malevolent men who smear themselves in grease to avoid being caught. These ‘Grease
Devils’ intentionally attacked women in the North and East and at cases these anonymous
attackers injured the women’s breasts and other sensitive body parts using sharp weapons
such as knives. This wave of violence had spawned a series of brutal retaliatory vigilante
attacks. People had been killed, there have been arrests by the hundred and tanks have been
deployed. There were also conspiracy theories: villagers always blamed the security forces
for launching and even fostering the ‘Grease Devils’ assaults. At most times these security
forces denied the charges, but violence continued unabated. Further, it also appeared to be an
ethnic dimension where almost in all cases, reporting attacks from ‘Grease Devils’ had been
Muslim or Tamil rather than from the majority Sinhalese community (BBC South Asia
News, 2011)6.

1.8

Targeting Tamil Children for Rape

Citing an article in Groundviews.org (2013), a disturbing trend shows the increasing cases of
sexual violence targeting Tamil children. In Kilinochchi and Vavuniya, between January and
September 2013 alone, there were four cases where 7-8 year old girls were raped by either
the military, highlighting the level of impunity in the community and the helplessness and
oppression of women and children living in the North. As stated in article of BBC Asia News
(2012), 700 minors had been victims since January 2012 to July 2012.

Here are some stories extracted from the article provided in Groundviews.org (2013).
Rape of a seven year old child: ‘In May 2013, a 7 year- old girl child in Nedunkerny,
Vavuniya was raped while on her way back from school. The child was punched, her ear and

6

BBC South Asia News. (2011). The mystery of Sri Lanka’s Greece devils. Source:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-south-asia-14673586
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mouth bitten, and blood dripping down her thighs when villagers found her. The man taken
into custody was a soldier attached to the Army camp in Kanakarayankulam, Vavuniya’.
While military personnel and those attached to the security apparatus are largely shielded
from conviction or prosecution for crimes committed by them…
…In March 2012, a 13 year old girl from Delft (Jaffna District) was raped and killed by a
former EPDP cadre [Eelam People’s Democratic Party, a government-backed paramilitary
force]. The accused is still in remand (ibid).

1.9

Forced Prostitution, Marriages and Trafficking Targeting Tamil Women

According to a report provided in Integrated Regional Information Network-IRIN (2013)7,
the number of women engaged in sex work is said to be as many as 7,000, considered by
some as a conservative estimate. The strong military presence in the North, along with
Sinhala men being brought from the South to join the work force, are somewhat regular
reasons for an increase in commercial sex. Sexuality is largely considered proscribed in the
North, where caste and class are still decisive factors in women’s subservience. After fathers,
women are cared for by their husbands and, thereafter, by sons. Following almost three
decades of civil war, and the loss of thousands of the region’s men, this tradition and
structure have crumbled, requiring women to fend for themselves when, before, they were
discouraged from leaving their homes except for agricultural pursuits or education.

It was further stated in the report that women from the North were forced to engage in
commercial sex work due to very limited livelihood options. Tamils have been deprived of
job opportunities in the North due the military engaging in the economy and Sinhala workers
being brought to the North from the South. The report put the number of female-headed
households at 59,000. In July 2009, in a typically angry response to a query posed on a
prostitution racket within former IDP camps, Permanent Representative of Sri Lanka to the
United Nations and recently appointed Chair of its Sixth Committee, Dr. Palitha Kohona,
rubbished the claims and stated that “they (the military) could have raped every single
woman on the way if they had wanted to” and that “not a single woman was raped” (ibid).

7

Integrated Regional Information Network Report. (2013). Turning to sex work in Sri Lanka’s North. Source:
http://www.irinnews.org/report/98919/turning-to-sex-work-in-sri-lanka-s-north
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Citing to an article in Groundviews.org (2013), another distressing trend is the rise of late
night phone calls and text messages to war widows, female former combatants and wives of
disappeared men and frequent visits to their houses by security personnel. These women
complained that frequent late night phone calls, usually emanating from the local Police
station, add to the climate of fear and insecurity. The anonymous phone calls, sexually
explicit in content, would usually start after Army personnel and intelligence officials
registered family and contact details of recently returned IDPs in their locality. The callers
would speak in broken Tamil and proposition the women.

As elaborated further in the report it was seen that, in Kilinochchi, several young women had
been coerced by the military to marry army personnel from camps in their locality only to
leave home and return a year or so later. While activists pointed out that there was very little
that could be done to prevent such marriages, they noted that all women who had married
Army soldiers were in their late teens. On two such occasions the soldiers were already
married.

1.10

Degradation of Tamil Society

Further, consumption of alcohol is pointed-out to be another significant problem in the Vanni
as many taverns have cropped up due to the high military presence in the region. Therefore,
the local men in the area have more access to alcohol. On the other hand, the report says that
the women in the area complained how the military would often give children passing by
money to purchase alcohol for them. Hence, they fear that if their children were exposed to
vices such as alcohol at a young age, they would eventually start consuming it too at a young
age, which would lead to the further deterioration of the social fabric of the community
(ibid).
Meanwhile, trafficking and the exploitation of women in the Vanni on the pretext of job
opportunities in Colombo and the Middle-East were also reported. Phone numbers of
“middle-men” or agents are prominently displayed on buses in rural Kilinochchi. The
immediate family of an applicant is promised LKR 200,000 (previously LKR 50,000). ‘In
one case a mother of two from Aanaivilundhaan, Kilinochchi was picked up in a threewheeler by one such ‘agent’. She had later called home from Colombo and then Trincomalee.
She had then been arrested by the Kilinochchi Police on charges of prostitution’ cited from
Groundviews.org (2013).
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1.11

Sexual Violence Targeting Tamil Men and Women in Detention

Security forces have been using rape and other forms of sexual violence to torture suspected
members or supporters of the LTTE. While widespread rape in custody occurred during the
armed conflict that ended in May 2009, Human Rights Watch found that politically
motivated sexual violence by the military and police continues to the present. A 141 pages
report on 'we will teach you a lesson; sexual violence against Tamils by security forces' cited
in Human Rights Watch (2013)8 provides significant insights on human rights violations that
have been perpetrated by the Sri Lankan military forces using sexual violence as a mean of
perpetration. There have been several cases of violence quoted in the report. The victims as
mentioned in the report described that they have been beaten, hung by their arms, partially
asphyxiated, and burned with cigarettes. None of the victims, as mentioned in the Human
Rights Watch, had access to legal counsel, family members, or doctors while they were
detained. The report mentions that they signed a confession in the hope that the abuse would
stop, though the torture, including rape, often continued. The individuals interviewed for the
study were those who were released but rather allowed to "escape" after a relative paid the
authorities a bribe.

Further, there were also cases found where sexual violence was not just a local occurrence or
actions of rogue security force personnel, but a widespread practice that was known or should
have been known by higher-level officials. It is also noteworthy to consider that these were
not just in battleground areas of northern regions of the island, but occurred in military camps
and police stations in the capital, Colombo, and other locations in the South and East far from
any fighting. These included the notorious fourth floor of the CID headquarters and the sixth
floor of TID headquarters in Colombo. This can be viewed as an evidence for the widespread
crimes against humanity even after the armed-conflict is over.
There have been several cases of rapes and other cruel forms of sexual violence cited in the
report. The below extracted cases are quoted from the same report and provide significant
insights on the titled issue.

Case of JH:
'JH, a 23-year-old Tamil man studying in the United Kingdom, returned to Colombo in
August 2012 for family reasons. A month later, while returning home from work, a white van
8

Human Rights Watch. (2013). We will teach you a lesson. Source: http://www.hrw.org/node/113787/section/3
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pulled up and several men jumped out. Telling him he was needed for an investigation, they
blindfolded him and drove him for over an hour to an unknown site. He told Human Rights
Watch: they removed my blindfold [and] I found myself in a room where four other men were
present. I was tied to a chair and questioned about my links to the LTTE and the reason for
my recent travel abroad. They stripped me and started beating me. I was beaten with electric
wires, burned with cigarettes and suffocated with a petrol-infused polythene bag. Later that
night, I was left in a smaller room. I was raped on three consecutive days. The first night,
one man came alone and anally raped me. The second and third night, two men came to
my room. They anally raped me and also forced me to have oral sex with them. I signed a
confession admitting my links with the LTTE after the rapes' cited from Human Rights Watch
(2013).

Case of GD:
'In November 2011, GD, a 31-year-old Tamil woman, was at her house in a Colombo suburb
when four men in civilian clothes arrived. She said: I was taken to the fourth floor of the CID
office in Colombo and kept in a room. I was not given any food or water. The next day, the
officials, who included a uniformed armed official, photographed me, took my fingerprints,
and made me sign on a blank sheet of paper. They told me that they had all my husband's
details and kept asking me to disclose his whereabouts. When I told them my husband was
abroad, they continued to accuse him of supporting the LTTE. I was beaten with many
objects. I was burned with a cigarette during questioning. I was slapped around and beaten
with a sand-filled pipe. Throughout the beatings, they asked me for my husband's details. I
was raped one night. Two men came to my room in civilian clothes. They ripped my clothes
and both raped me. They spoke Sinhala so I could not understand anything. It was dark so I
couldn't see their faces clearly' (ibid).

It was also found in the report that sexualized violence and torture in addition to rape,
including ‘bites on the buttocks and breasts, and cigarette burns on sensitive areas like inner
thighs and breasts’ were commonly observed among women in detention. It is further
evidenced from the report that sexualized torture is not limited to female victims and the
report states that two men reported to the organization that security personnel had inserted a
sharp needle into their penis. In one case, “this was used to insert small metal balls into their
urethra by army personnel; the metal balls were later surgically removed by doctors abroad
after the victim complained of discomfort and pain (ibid).
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1.12

Coercive Population Control

The government, by deploying the military in the North and East, is making women more
vulnerable. In this setting, women are expected and exposed to negotiate much of their daily
lives with male Sinhalese soldiers. This has been linked with increased prostitution, sexual
assaults and sexually transmitted diseases.

Recently, women in three Kilinochchi villages were subjected to coercive population control.
This incident occurred on August 31, 2013 – at the Veravil government divisional hospital in
Kilinochchi. The affected women reside in Valaipaddu, Veravil and Keranchi; all three are
coastal villages.

(Source: Groundviews.org, 2013)

On August 30, 2013, the hospital staff and volunteers attached to Veravil divisional hospital
informed community members residing in the three villages that any woman with a child
under the age of five should come to the hospital the following day to weigh their children
and to receive a vaccination. On August 31, over twenty nurses and midwives who had come
to Veravil divisional hospital from Killinochchi went door-to-door in those three villages and
asked all the mothers to come to the Veravil divisional hospital. In Valaipaddu, two
ambulances were used to transport mothers to the hospital that day. Upon arrival at the
hospital, the doctors and nurses who were not from the local community, used coercive
language and manipulated medical information to convince the women to take Progestogenonly subdermal implants (POSDIs), a long-term hormonal birth control inserted under the
skin of a woman’s upper arm (ibid).
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Here is the case of a thirty-six-year-old woman who underwent this procedure cited from
Groundviews.org (2013).
“My youngest child is eight-months-old and my older child is three-years-old. The health
volunteers asked me to come with the clinic card to weigh my children. They also said
specialists are coming from Killinochchi district hospital. I was excited to see big doctors
who are knowledgeable. I went to the hospital and they weighed my children, but then they
made us wait. When my turn came they spoke to me about the pros of not having any more
children and told me that I am better off with only two children. I was of two minds and they
sent me to the doctor. The doctor spoke to me nicely and told me that rich and educated
people in Sri Lanka and America use this method. This way my two children will be better.
How can I argue with such educated people? I hesitantly went ahead. But a few days later, I
developed this pain and I went to the hospital. They treated me but I wanted to see the doctor
who did this to me, but he wasn’t there. And the other doctor told me that he doesn’t know
anything about this. The other doctor told me that I will be okay, but now I am not okay. How
can these educated people do this to us? I wish they gave me time to think about this. They
forced us to make a decision on the spot. I couldn’t speak to my husband or anyone that I
knew. These doctors are not nice people. They cheated me.”

Another twenty eight years old mother of two children narrates her story as below.
‘All of us with children under the age of five were asked to assemble here with a clinic card.
About thirty nurses, midwives, other health officials and a few doctors who had come from
the Ministry of Health (MoH) in Kilinochchi district had come. They spoke to us about family
planning and asked us to come to the hospital. Many of us went with them in their vehicle or
ambulances and we were taken to Veravil hospital. They injected something on our upper
arm. I trusted these doctors. We have never seen this many doctors. How can we say no to
such educated people? This must be good for us and that is why they have done this to us.
The only concern I have is that they should have told us what they were going to do the
previous day when they asked us to come. They were a little dishonest with us’ (ibid).

It is important to note that coercive population control is a form of genocide.
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1.13

Government Response to Rapes and Other Forms of Sexual Violence

It is evident that the government has down-played the role of allegations of rape and sexual
violence at the IDP camps. Prof Wijesinha cited from International Crimes Evidence Project
(2014; 161) responded that ‘we received a letter that a soldier went into a tent and came out
of 3 A.M. It could have been sex for pleasure, it could have been sex for favour, or it could
have been a discussion on Ancient Greek Philosophy, we don’t know’. Meanwhile, secondhand witness accounts obtained by ICEP are consistent with cases reported by Human Rights
Watch (HRW) and the UN Expert Panel. These evidence the rape and sexual violence in the
context of the Sri Lankan army’s screening process, in IDP camps and surrendee detention
facilities, during interrogations and at government hospitals. It is also evident that the Sri
Lankan government has thus far denied allegations of rape and sexual violence inside
government-controlled areas, claiming the allegations are fabricated or the product of an
LTTE propaganda campaign to spread a false image of the SFs among Tamil In May 2009
the government openly challenged media reports of the allegations, going so far as to deport
the crew of a reporting team from the UK television station Channel 4 (Channel 4), who were
filming at a camp in Vavuniya where allegations of rape were raised (International Crimes
Evidence Project,2014;P151).

1.14

Conclusion

The above facts ensure that almost five years since the government declared an end to the
war, Tamil women and children remain vulnerable and insecure than ever before. With the
number of female-headed households (ie. families headed by war widows, spouses of the
disappeared and long-term detained, teen mothers and wives abandoned by their spouses) and
poverty having drastically increased as a result of the war, so have the grievances and
hardships they are made to face. The end results of sexual violence are directly correlated to
the impacts on the community such as breakdown of social fabric, loss of cultural norms and
identity, and ultimately lead to structural genocide of the Tamil people.
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1.15

Summary of the Findings

Sexual violence is being perpetrated by the Sri Lankan state and used as a tool to execute
structural genocide against the Tamil people.
Lives of Tamil women have become extremely painful and traumatic in the IDP camps where
they remain vulnerable to all forms of violence.
The area of the North where Tamil women reside is heavily militarized.
Cases of sexual violence and rape are on a rise in the post-war setting of the North and East
where the rights of Tamil women and children are constantly being violated.
The study evidenced that most incidents of rapes and other forms of human rights violations
are perpetrated or sponsored by the military or paramilitary forces.
Militarization is found to be the main root-cause of sexual violence, which ultimately creates
a structural devastation on the community.
In the year 2011, a mystery called ‘Grease Devils’ created a vast degree of tension and panic
among the Tamil people and attacks were targeted at women.
There have been reports of Tamil children as young as seven years of age being raped and
tortured.
Tamil women in detention face severe forms of sexual abuse, with sexual abuse against
Tamil male detainees being evident as well.
In the recent years, there have been incidents cited where Tamil women were forced to marry
Sri Lankan army personnel and other residents from the South.
There have been incidents where women in the North underwent coercive population control
methods without their consent
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Appendix 1
Violence Against Women in the North and East – Year 2012
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Murder
Attempted Murder
Grevous hurt
Kidnapping
Rape

Violence Against Children in the North and East – Year 2013 (January to September)
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Murder
Attempted Murder

Grevous hurt
Kidnapping
Rape

Crimes Against Women – 2013 (January to September)
Types

Jaffna Vavuniya Mannar KKS

Mankulam Killinochi Mullitivu

Murder

-

1

1

1

Attempted

-

-

-

1 (1)

-

-

-

4

4

6 (4)

3(1)

4

3(1)

1

Kidnapping 1

-

-

1

-

-

-

4(1)

2(1)

2

1(1)

5(1)

Murder
Grievous
hurt

Rape

2

(Source: groundviews.org, 2013)
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2. Tamil IDPs and IDP Returnees in Post-War Sri Lanka
2.1

Introduction

The chapter focuses on the current situation of protracted Internally Displaced Persons (IDPs)
and the issues of resettlement, relocation and durable solution with particular reference to
primary and very recent secondary sources.

Generally, Tamil IDPs who had been displaced particularly since the 1990s are dispersed
throughout northern and eastern provinces and other parts of the country. It is estimated, as of
late September 2012, that more than 115,000 people are still in displacement within Sri
Lanka (IDMC 2012). This paper particularly identifies 10 major obstacles and challenges
finding a durable solution for prolonged IDPs and IDP returnees in Sri Lanka. Among which
military occupation of land, military involvement in civilian administrations and IDP
projects, military involvement in economic activities in war-affected regions, loss of
livelihood, lack of awareness or interest among government officials in maintaining records
of protracted IDPs, discrimination against protracted IDPs in policy and denying the rights of
IDPs in returning to their places of origin are some of major alarming obstacles which need
to be considered immediately to bring a meaningful solution for IDPs and IDP returnees.
Furthermore, this chapter concludes indicating how the recommendations of the Sri Lankan
government’s own Lessons Learnt and Reconciliation Commission (LLRC) report, with
regards to issues of IDPs, have been continuously neglected by it and its military forces.

2.2

Context

Tamil IDPs in Sri Lanka have experienced multiple displacements during the thirty years of
civil war (IDMC 2013; Raheem 2013). Even though it is now more than four years after the
government’s declaration of an end to the war, the issues facing IDPs have still continued.

During the post-war period, with the closure of Manik Farm IDP Camp, the government had
announced the resettlement programme as being successfully concluded (Ministry of Defense
2012). However, this figure did not include those who were displaced before 2009. The Sri
Lankan government’s claim on the completion of resettlement has been contested by a
number of humanitarian organizations, social activists and politicians and the IDPs
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themselves, as a large number of IDPs continue to live in protracted displacement (OHCHR
2103; Raheem 2013). They are unable to return to their place of origin due to declaration of
High Security Zone (HSZ) and High Security or Special Economic Zone (SEZ) respectively
in Thellipalai Divisional Secretariat in Jaffna and Sampur in Trincomalee by the Sri Lankan
government and its military (IDMC 2013; Raheem 2013).

The United Nations (UN) Special Rapporteur on the human rights of IDPs, Chaloka Beyani
at end of his visit to Sri Lanka from 2 to 6 December 2013 said that ‘Sri Lanka should focus
on addressing durable solution for all IDPs who are currently unable to access to their own
land and those who have returned to their places of origin on a comprehensive basis’
(OHCHR 2013). His statement, however, indicates that the IDPs whether those who have
returned or those who are not allowed to go back to their areas of origin face number of
social, economic and humanitarian issues in their day-to-day lives. Adding additional value
to his statement, a substantial research report on internal displacement published by Internal
Displacement and Monitoring Centre (IDMC) particularly indicates that ‘nearly 470,000
people have registered as returned, but many have not been able to achieve a durable solution
but continue to face difficulties in accessing basic necessities such as shelter, food, water and
sanitation, in rebuilding their livelihoods and in exercising their civil rights’ (IDMC 2012: 6).

In addition to the protracted internal displacement, a significant number of Tamils had been
migrated overseas during the course of the armed conflict. It is estimated that about 136,000
Sri Lankan refugees remain in exile, with the majority in South India (InterAction 2013: 1).
According to Indian government figures, there are more than 100,000 ethnic Tamils from the
island of Sri Lankan in the southern Indian state of Tamil Nadu, including 68,000 in 112
government-run camps and 32,000 outside the camps (IRIN Asia 2012). Most of them are
reluctant to return to their place of origin due to a combination of reasons such as ongoing
alleged mass atrocities in the Tamil homeland, economic instability and unemployment in
war-affected regions.

However, this chapter widely focuses on current IDPs and IDP returnees in North and East
Sri Lanka.
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2.3

Protracted Tamil IDPs

It is quite difficult to define a timeline for displacement to be considered ‘protracted’.
However, a World Bank study on conflict-induced displacement in Europe and Central Asia
found that persons displaced for more than 10 years suffered higher levels of poverty and
unemployment and had lesser access to land than the non-displaced population and as such
were more vulnerable (Holtzman, Nezam 2004).

In the case of Sri Lanka, those who left their places of origin, especially from northern Jaffna,
due to armed conflict in the 1990s, have continued to live in IDP camps and host
communities with their friends and relatives, with many now in their 24th year of
displacement.

Moreover, protracted IDPs are not only defined in terms of their duration of displacement but
also their vulnerability in terms of accessing basic needs, land, livelihoods, safety and
security and civil rights. It should be noted that the term ‘protracted displacement’ is not
generally used in Sri Lanka. The preferred term for those displaced for a long period is ‘Old
IDPs’. Thus, there are two main categories used to describe IDPs resulting from the war in
Sri Lanka. The term ‘New IDP’ was used to denote those who were displaced in the Vanni
after April 2008, while ‘Old IDP’ was used to describe those who were displaced prior to this
date (Rageem 2013: 12). As Rageem further discussed in his report, “Protracted
Displacement and Urgent Solution”, this categorization is misleading because some of the
‘Old IDPs’ were in fact displaced relatively recently, while some of the ‘New IDPs’ were
actually previously displaced persons once again displaced during the final stages of the war
from their latest place of refuge (Rageem 2013: 21). Thus we opt to use the term ‘protracted
IDP’ in this report.

No comprehensive profiling of IDPs has been undertaken since 2007 due to lack of
commitment on behalf of the government (IDMC 2012). Thus, there is no reliable
information on the number of IDPs, their locations and displacement, related needs and rights
(IDMC 2012). However, the UN High Commissioner for Refugee (UNHCR) has made an
attempt to compile government statistics in order to estimate the current IDP population. It is
estimated, as of late September 2012, more than 115,000 people are still in displacement
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(IDMC 2012). IDMC (2012:5-6) has categorized all internal displaced people into three
groups in terms of their time of displacement and their current locations:
1.

More than 11,000 people displaced before April 2008 are currently living in camps in

Vavuniya, Jaffna and Trincomalee districts;
2.

More than 1,000 IDPs displaced after April 2008 are currently in transit situations in

return areas, unable to return to their places of origin;
3.

More than 103,000 people displaced both before and after April 2008 are currently

staying with host communities.

These statistics are not exact figures but provide a reasonable overall baseline on the number
of IDPs. Raheem (2013: 23-24) compiled data on current IDPs from different sources which
offers a closer examination on IDP populations on the basis of districts in North and East of
the island.

1.

Jaffna: The vast majority of IDPs in Jaffna are a result of military occupation of

lands.Approximately 18% of the Jaffna peninsula has been declared as HSZs by the Sri
Lankan government and its military. It effectively prevents the return of at least 60,000
persons to these areas. While the release of some areas has allowed for some IDPs to return,
as of November 2012 there were 33,806 registered IDPs in Jaffna living in IDP camps and
host communities. At present there remains 32 IDP camps in the Jaffna district (Interview
with community leaders from Jaffna, December 2013). The recent efforts by the government
to acquire people’s land in Tellipallai suggest that return may not be possible for 6,300
families (over 22,000 people).
2.

Puttalam: Many Muslim IDPs continue to live in displacement mostly in 141 welfare

centres in Puttalam and with host families and friends. This is partly because the prolonged
displacement made them to commit their day-to-day lives with host communities where they
were initially displaced. As March of 2011, there were 12,965 registered IDPs in Puttalam
(UNHCR 2012).
3.

Trincomalee: Four Grama Niladhari (GN) divisions in Sampur in the Trincomalee

district are completely occupied by the Sri Lankan military. These GN divisions were
initially declared as HSZs and then as special economic zones. This has resulted in
continuing displacements of 4,085 persons (Fonseka and Raheem 2009).In addition to that,
approximately 320 persons are unable to return to their village in Karamalaiuttru, Muttur
division due to military occupation of their lands (Raheem 2013).
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4.

Batticaloa: Even though there are no officially recognized IDPs in the Batticaloa

district, there are pockets of IDP communities unable to find durable solutions for their
situation, including Muslims from Western and Northern Batticaloa, Vanni returnees living
with host families and families displaced due to military occupation (Ibid 2013).
5.

Ampara: As of December 2012, 2,300 IDPs were registered in the Ampara district.

This number includes IDPs from Kanjikudichcharu and Thangavelauthapuram villages in
Thirukovil division. They have been unable to return to their homes reportedly due to
unexploded ordinance (UXOs) (Ibid 2013).
6.

Vavuniya: Approximately 8,213 ‘Old IDPs’ are currently registered in the Vavuniya

district, including those living in former IDPs camps who are no longer recognized as IDPs
by the authorities (Ibid 2013).
7.

Mannar: The Internal Displacement and Monitoring Centre (2012) found

approximately 556 ‘Old IDPs’ still remained registered in Mannar.
8.

Anuradhapura: There are currently over 3,360 registered IDPs within the district,

most of who are from former border villages (Raheem 2013).
The statistics given above however do not cover the entire ‘Old IDP’ populations in the
island. There are a number of ‘hidden’ protracted IDP populations (IDMC 2012; Raheem
2013). This is partly due to the lack of recognition of second generation IDPs and entire
communities of IDPs despite them not having achieved a durable solution to their place of
residence.
As experienced by ‘Old IDPs’, the ‘New IDPs’ also risk ending up in situations of protracted
displacement unless durable solutions for them are provided quickly. Evidentially, it is now
more than four years since the government’s declaration of an end to the war and some ‘New
IDPs’ could already be included in the protracted category (Raheem 2013). Some such ‘New
IDP’ communities include:
1.

Displacement Due to Military Occupation of Land: Approximately 3,600 ‘New

IDPs’ in the North cannot return due to military occupation of their lands/ villages (Ibid
2013:24).
2.

‘Returnees’ Living in Transit Situation: Some ‘New IDPs’ have been ‘officially’

resettled but in fact continue to live in transit dwellings as they cannot return to their places
of origin due to the presence of UXOs or secondary occupation by the military(Ibid 2913:24).
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2.4

Obstacles and Challenges in Finding a Durable Solution for IDPs and IDP Returnees

The following 10 obstacles and challenges are found to be serious obstacles in finding a
durable solution for IDPs and IDP returnees in North and East Sri Lanka:

2.4.1 Military Occupation of Land
One of the main obstacles to IDP and IDP returnees achieving durable solutions is military
occupation of their land. As mentioned above, approximately 18% of land in the Jaffna
peninsula is maintained as HSZ and four GS divisions in Sampur and Karumalaiyootru in the
Trincomalee district are completely occupied by the Sri Lankan military (Rageem 2013).
Moreover, Mullikulam and Silavathurai in Mannar, Keppapilavu and Thirumurikandy in
Mullaithivu are also maintained as HSZs (Raheem 2013; IDMC 2012). Apart from these
areas, the military occupies people’s lands in different pockets in Northern and Eastern
provinces (Interview with community leaders 2013). It is documented that as many as 26,000
IDPs are unable to return to their places of origin because the military and State authorities
are occupying their lands (IDMC 2012). ‘On 22 May 2012 the Sri Lankan Defense Secretary
made a statement to the humanitarian communities in the island in which he committed to
taking steps towards the demilitarization of the Northern Province. This included a reduction
in troop number and the closing of HSZs and the transition to civilian administration (IDMC
2012:7).However, no official figures are yet available to verify the reduction of troops, and
numbers of troops stationed in the North remain high. According to IDMC (2012:7).
Furthermore, it was revealed that people’s properties such as houses and community
resources such as schools and temples within Jaffna HSZs have been bulldozed by the
military. When recently elected Northern Provincial Chief Minister, Mr. Vigneswaran wanted
to observe the situation for himself, he was denied entry into HSZ (BBC Tamil News 2013
December).

2.4.2 Military Involvement in Civil Administration and IDP Projects
The military continues to play a key role in the administration and IDP projects, seen as
another major obstacle to achieve a durable solution for IDPs. In principle, it is the civilian
administration that should be tasked with IDPs returns and post-conflict reconciliation.
However, in practice it is the military that has been given the key decision-making role in
these areas. Furthermore, all humanitarian projects to be implemented in war-affected areas
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in Northern Province are to be approved by the Presidential Task Force (PTF), which heavily
includes the military leadership. The PTF is known to particularly restrict projects on
psychosocial work, legal counselling and family reunion which are in fact very important for
finding a durable solution (IDMC 2012:8). Moreover, even for resettlement and development
projects, local military commanders need to be consulted on the selection of beneficiaries,
and final beneficiary lists are to be sent by local authorities to the military for review (ICG
2012; IDMC 2012).

2.4.3 Loss of Traditional Livelihoods and Military Becoming Economic Players Competing
with IDPs and IDP Returnees
Due to repeated displacements and prolonged stays in host societies, many IDPs and IDP
returnees have lost their traditional livelihoods, particularly agriculture and fishing. More
than four years since the end of the war, the military has remained high numbers and its
presence widespread in the Northern Province, and is known to step past its mandates of
providing security and preventing renewed armed conflict. The military has become key
economic players, competing with IDP, IDP returnees and other people who want to rebuild
their livelihoods and be economically independent. It is reported that the military has been
cultivating crops, including on lands to which IDPs have been told they cannot return to
(IDMC 2012:7). Furthermore, the government provides subsidies to military to continue its
cultivation on Tamil people’s land. In addition to cultivation, the military is also active in
fishing, trade and tourisms and running of grocery shops and restaurants, all of which
effectively harms the livelihoods of IDP, IDP returnees and other people in war-affected
areas in Northern Province (ICG 2012, IDMC 2012).

According to the government statistics as compiled by UNHCR as of September 2012,
almost 4,000 people displaced from HSZ have not been able to return to their homes. Some
such IDPs, feeling there is no alternative option, have favored return over other settlement
options and a few have chosen to be settled in a third area. However, the land they been
allocated was found to be poor in quality for agriculture, and with no access to the sea. Thus,
these IDPs could not engage in their traditional livelihoods such as fishing and agriculture
(Economict.com 19 August 2010; CPA 2010). Because of these developments, which put
IDPs and IDP returnees further into vulnerable positions, IDPs are now reluctant and refuse
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to resettle in places other than their place of origin (Interview with protracted IDPs in Jaffna
district December 2013).

2.4.4 Lack of Commitment in Keeping and Updating Records on IDPs
The Sri Lankan government’s lack of in keeping and updating records on IDPs is yet another
major obstacle to finding a durable solution for the IDPs fate. In particular, the government’s
announcement to the world of the closure of the largest IDP detention centre, Manik Farm,
and that IDPs would be resettled by September 2012, gives an impression that internal
displacement is no more. However, as discussed earlier, a large number of IDPs still exist in
situations different to that during the war, in need of a durable solution (UNHCR 2012). As
part of façade, the government avoids publication of updated information on IDPs and has
requested officials to close files of IDPs. For example, according to one Divisional Secretary
(DS) in Batticaloa, ‘the government strictly instructed us to close files of IDPs after 2009.
Actually, it is a critical situation. Officially we could not assist them as IDPs because we had
to wind up all IDP projects in our division (Raheem 2013: 25).’

2.4.5 Denying IDPs and IDP Returnees their Freedom of Movement and Right to Choice
of Residence
Tamil citizens’ freedom of movement and right to choice of residence is enshrined in the Sri
Lankan constitution as well as the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Thus, it is the
duty of government to ensure safe, dignified and voluntary settlement of IDPs. In numerous
cases, settlement takes place against the IDP’s will (IDMC 2012). In fact, many IDPs clearly
started their preference to return to their place of origin but expressed lack of choice in terms
of livelihoods. Relocation is commonly accepted by IDPs under the condition they will be
resettled in their place of origin in near future. However, these promises are rarely fulfilled by
the government (Interview with IDPs and IDP returnees in Northern Sri Lanka, December,
2013).According to IDMC (2012:10), no overtly forced relocations were witnessed, but
whether the process was voluntary is questionable. In fact, relocation was carried out with
only limited respect for international standards, including the Guiding Principles on Internal
Displacement. IDMC (2012: 9-11) has further pointed out that ‘those who are relocated were
given no clear indication as to whether the relocation was intended to be temporary or
permanent, and no information on whether and when they would be given access to their
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place of origin. Any commitments made by officials were orally and were not confirmed in
writing’.

In addition to these issues, the military continues to restrict the freedom of peaceful
assembly, freedom of association, access to places of worship and freedom of movement, all
of which are important for reconciliation and rehabilitation in post-war Sri Lanka. For
example, before the Northern Provincial Election in September 2013, IDPs and politicians
were involved in a peaceful protest demanding HSZs to be reopened for people to access
their land and property. This peaceful campaign was intended to convey the rights of the
IDPs to return to their places of origin and the sharp contrast and violation of the
recommendations made by LLRC (2011).

2.4.6 Land, Property and Conflicting Relationship Among IDP Returnees
Thirty years of armed conflict particularly affected Tamil communities. The conflict also led
to the internal displacement of Sinhalese who were in adjoining (border) villages in the North
and East. Multiple and protracted displacements have caused many IDPs to lose or damage
their legal documents of their properties. This scenario has created a complex situation in
which some IDPs from different ethnic groups have conflicting claims to the same land or
property (IDMC 2012). However, there is no evidence that the government officials have
taken genuine steps to find a durable solution for these dispute.

2.4.7 Hidden Protracted Displacement
‘One of the major challenges in the Sri Lankan context is that protracted displacement is
sometimes hidden. The reasons for this range from possible lack of recognition of second
generation IDPs to whole communities not being counted as IDPs despite the fact that they
have not achieved a durable solution’ (Raheem 2013: 24). There are a number of possible
reasons for hidden protracted displacement.

Firstly, lack of awareness and interest exists among government officials in registering and
recognizing the protracted IDPs. For instance, the official position of government staff and
even some humanitarian agencies claim that there is no longer any displacement in
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Batticaloa. However, interviews with government officials, civil society and community
leaders have revealed pockets of IDPs(Ibid 2013:25).

Secondly, there is a failure to understand the complex choice that protracted IDPs have to
make in terms of finding a durable solution. Some IDPs continue to refer to themselves as
‘displaced’ and convey their desire to return to their place of origin, despite having
voluntarily registered elsewhere as residents, there by renouncing their official government
IDP status (Ibid 2013:26). These conflicting interests between conveying desire to return to
places of origin while registering as IDPs in an alternate place poses challenges to finding a
durable solution for these protracted IDPs.

2.4.8 Discrimination in Policy Against ‘Old’ IDPs
Undoubtedly a large scale of displacement at the end of war in Vanni in May 2009 required
immediate humanitarian action and prioritization. This eventually resulted in the differential
treatment between ‘New’ and ‘Old IDPs’ (Raheem 2013). In the policy document for the
Three Years Investment Programme for the Northern Province, the government used the
figure of 270,023 for the number of IDPs in the island, which was later found to be the
number for ‘New IDPs’. This figure was constantly referred to in all policy documents of
IDPs without acknowledging the existence of the large number of ‘Old IDPs’. Even as
recently as May 2013, the government claimed at the UN Human Rights Council that it had
reintegrated all 295, 873 IDPs resulting from the end of the conflict. However, this number
does not include all ‘Old IDPs’ (Civil Society Collective, 2013 quoted by Raheem 2013).
Ignoring ‘Old IDPs’ from policy results in their exclusion from resettlement and development
programmes in the post-war scenario.

2.4.9 Continued Living in Precarious Conditions
Whether IDPs or IDP returnees, many have not been able to enjoy durable solution as they
continue to face difficulties in accessing basic needs such as shelter, food, water and
sanitation, and rebuilding their livelihoods (IDMC 2012). It is documented that across the
Vanni, only 25% of the IDP returnee families have received transitional shelter (Inputs from
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shelter agencies and district officers compiled by UNHCR, October 2012, quoted by IDMC
2012). ‘Old IDPs’ who have been living more than 23 years in IDP camps in Jaffna have very
limited facilities and privacy in their everyday life (Interview with community leaders in
Jaffna District). In addition to the lack of access to basic necessities, many IDPs and IDP
returnees also have special needs to maintain basic quality of life. It is also documented that
6% of those living in Kilinochchi have physical or mental disabilities, and over 18% of
households are women-led (IDMC 2012:6). Assistance to such vulnerable groups is very
limited under the current government policy.

2.4.10 Lack of De-mining Operations
Demining process has not been taking place as promised, and its effect on livelihood ongoing. Unsolved land issues continue to be a major obstacle in achieving a durable solution
for IDPs and IDP returnees (IDMC 2012).

2.5

Conclusion

Major challenges exist in finding durable solutions for recent and protracted IDPs and IDP
returnees. These are briefly described in terms of the recommendations given by the LLRC.
1.

The commission has clearly recommended to the Government of Sri Lanka that the

two HSZs in Palaly (northern Jaffna) and Trincomalee’s Sampoor, as well as small extents of
private land currently utilized for security purposes to be released. The commission has also
recommended that those who have lost lands or houses due to HSZs or ad-hoc security
related needs be given alternate lands and/or compensation be paid according to applicable
law. The commission further recommended that releasing land and/or paying compensation
should be completed within a specific time frame (LLRC 2011: 239-240). However, there has
been no notable indication of releasing land or paying compensation. The HSZs in Jaffna’s
Palaly and Trincomalee’s Sampoor still continue. Nearly 18% of land in Jaffna is still under
so-called HSZs (Raheem 2013). Those displaced from these areas in 1990 still live in IDP
camps in Jaffna with limited facilities such as temporary shelter and insufficient income. It is
said that some people’s properties, such as houses, temples and schools, under the HSZs have
been bulldozed by the Sri Lankan army. TNA parliamentarians and Northern Provincial
Council Chief Minister, C.V. Wigneswaran wanted to observe the situation in HSZs but were
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denied access by the Sri Lankan army (Interview with TNA parliamentarian and community
leaders, February 2014).
2.

The commission has also recommended that the government with the assistance of

development partners extend livelihood assistance to ‘new IDPs’ families as needed on an
area by area basis for a longer period of time than planned, to ensure family sustenance
(LLRC 2011: 240). In contrast to the recommendation, the Sri Lankan army has instead
become a competitive economic force to many ‘new IDPs’ and IDP returnees. The Sri
Lankan army after the war has started a number of restaurants, salons and grocery shops in
the Vanni (IDMC 2012 and Interview with community leaders, February 2014). They have
also engaged in cultivating vegetables on fertile land which were previously owned and used
by Tamils. This scenario, after the war, has further marginalized the Vanni IDPs and IDP
returnees.

Hence, Sri Lanka's LLRC, released in November 2011, recommended to solve the protracted
issue of the IDPs without further delay. Though, to date, the government has failed
implement the recommendations of its own LLRC, leaving Tamil IDPs to continue to face
severe hardships in their day-to-day life.

Military occupation of land, military involvement in civilian administrations and IDP
projects, military involvement in economic activities in war-affected regions, loss of
livelihood, lack of awareness or interest among government officials in maintaining records
of protracted IDPs, discrimination against protracted IDPs in policy and denying the rights of
IDPs in returning to their places of origin continue to be some of major obstacles Tamil IDPs
face in the present context. These pose serious concerns to reconciliation and it is vital they
be addressed at the UNHRC without further delay if a concrete solution is to be found.
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3. Land-Grab and Militarization in the Tamil
Homeland (North and East)
3.1

Introduction

The heavy militarization of the North and East of the island of Sri Lanka has not only
impeded the Tamil people inhabiting the region from recovering and returning to a normalcy,
but it has been actively used as a tool by the Sri Lankan State to execute a far more sinister
agenda of erasing the Tamil identity itself from the regions concerned.

3.2

Land Acquisition/ Land-Grab

Heavy militarization has been made possible through structural and legal defects in the State
system, namely the very problematic issue of unlawful land acquisition, rather described as
land-grabbing, which provides an environment and physical infrastructure for military
presence and building of permanent military camps. Therefore, understanding of the process
of land acquisition is essential in order to deal with the effects of militarization on the
livelihood of those affected by it.

The main statute in Sri Lanka which governs the acquisition of private land, the Land
Acquisition Act, No. 5 of 1950, allows State Acquisition only for “public purpose”. Therefore,
creation of a few jobs and development of infrastructure benefiting the country as a whole
cannot suffice, and benefits must also be directed at the local community. It is vital to
illustrate the legal opinion of the Supreme Court, which is binding, in order to comprehend
the present critical situation in the North and regarding land-grab and militarization, and its
implications for the Tamil people’s right to their land, as well as other civil and political
rights. Effects of land acquisition, which currently does not seem to serve any “public
purpose” as demanded by the Court, will be explained further below.

The act of land acquisition can be put into a larger political framework. The local community
is to be the main beneficiary of the conducted land acquisition. However, the acquired land is
being used by the State for alleged military and security purposes. In the present context, the
courts seem not to follow the above-mentioned established case law and construes “public
purpose” broadly in order to accommodate the State’s agenda.
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Analysis of control of land acquisitioned by the State gives further insight into how the State
is able to execute its sinister agenda.

The Supreme Court in its recent judgment of SC Appeal No. 21/13 stated the Provincial
Council powers over land were limited, with the extent of control over land to be determined
by the central government. Politically, this issue also challenges the functioning of devolution
of powers as it diminishes the powers of the local representatives of the Tamil community.

In fact, power is shared between various other actors who are involved in the overwhelmingly
unlawful act of land acquisition in the island of Sri Lanka. Firstly, the President himself is
involved in land issues as he has relevant power over land. Additionally, it is he who appoints
judges for all courts, and hence the outcome of cases concerning land issues.

Various ministries such as the Ministry for Lands and Land Development, the Ministry for
Defense and Urban Development and the Minister for Finance, also have powers to deal with
land issues9.
In addition to the the Mahaweli Authority10, which provides expansive powers to the Minister
in charge, the Presidential Task Force (PTF) was created in 2009, which is mandated to
“prepare the strategic plans, programs for resettlement of internally displaced persons,
economic development and social infrastructure of the Northern Province”11. Approval from
PTF is needed for all activities in the North. Thus it is unambiguously evident that the
activities in the North are centralized, affecting collective and individual civil and political
rights of the Tamil people given democratically elected representatives of the Northern
Province Council have lesser power to determine the future of their Tamil constituents and
owners of the tradition Tamil homeland.

A major actor involved in land issues and whose role will be examined in detail is the
military. The purpose of military presence in the North and East is not only for “security”

9

Bhavani Fonsenka and Dharsha Jegatheeswaran, Policy brief, Politics, Policies and Practices with land
Acquisition and related issues in the North and East of Sri Lanka, Centre for Policy Alternatives, November
2013
10
Mahaweli Authority of Sri Lanka, http://www.mahaweli.gov.uk
11
Bhavani Fonsenka and Mirak Raheem, Land in the Northern Province: Post-War Politics, Policy and
Practices, Centre for Policy Alternatives, December 2011
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reasons and it has been observed that the military is increasingly obtaining control over
administrative duties as well.

3.3

Militarization

Military-to-civilian ratio in the North and East stands at astounding 1:5. 18 of the 20
divisions of the Sri Lankan military are stationed in the Tamil homeland in the North and
East of the island. The military is predominantly Sinhalese, while the population in the area
they occupy is predominantly Tamil. With numbers of military personnel steadily increasing,
there are no signs of any plans for demilitarization of the Tamil homeland in the near future.
Temporary makeshift dwellings have been transformed into permanent residential premises12.
The extent of the military presence in the Northern Province is of deep concern as its impact
is not only on civil and political rights of the Tamil people residing there, but also on the
process of ‘reconciliation’, rendering it impossible to establish lasting peace between the
nations of Sinhalese and Tamils.

Towards the end of the war, the Sri Lankan military had over 200,000 personnel and
expanded its divisions from 9 to 20, its brigades from 44 to 71 and its battalions from 149 to
284 13 . In an interview to the Indian Defence Review, Secretary of Defense Gotabaya
Rajapaksa admitted:
We tripled the strength of the Army from 100,000 to 300,000 in three years. In fact, in the
1980s the strength of the military (Army, Navy and Air Force) was 30,000. In 2005 when
President Rajapaksa assumed charge the strength was 125,000. Between 2005 and 2009 the
figure swelled to 450,000 out of which 300,000 is the strength of the Army.14
In addition, the Sri Lanka State also employs at least 85,128 police personnel15.

Four major security forces headquarters continue to function in Jaffna, Kilinochchi,
Mullaithivu and Vavuniya long after the end of the civil war in May 2009. Three to four
12

“Notes on the Military presence in Sri Lanka’s Northern Province” by a Correspondent, in Economic and
Political weekly, 14 July 2012
13
“The War as it Was”, The Sunday Times, 5 June 2011, available at
http://sundaytimes.lk/110605/News/nws_20.html, last accessed 9 February 2014
14
Interview available at http://www.defence.lk/new.asp?fname=20100429_05, last accessed 9 February 2014
15
145 Anniversary Souvenir, Sri Lanka Police, p. 20, available at
http://www.police.lk/images/others/145_anniversary_souvenir.pdf, last accessed 9 February 2014
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army divisions and other units are attached to eachheadquarters in order to realize “post-war
military deployment”16.

Comparative analysis of sizes of armies in relation to population helps illustrate the
concerning number of military personnel stationed in the Northern Province alone. A “2012
memorandum of the US Department of the Army” noted that the armed forces density in Iraq
in 2007 was about 20 per 1000 civilians17. Pursuant to a Joint Doctrine Publication of the UK
Ministry of Defense, in the 1972 the armed forces density in Northern Ireland was 23 security
personnel per 1000 civilians18. Even the heavily militarized region of Kashmir and Jammu
observes “only” 1 security personnel per 26 civilians (~38.46 security personnel per 1000
civiians). Having 1 security personnel per 5 civilian (200 army personnel per 1000 civilians)
is exceptionally high and difficult to justify given the government clamed an end to the war
in May 2009.

The extensive militarization of the Northern Province has impeded individual as well as
collective rights of the Tamil people naturally inhabiting this land. While it may be argued
that following a three-decade long war ensuring security and stability is necessary, increasing
military presence over developing infrastructure and strengthening individual and collective
rights, both civil and political, through rule of law, is unlikely to lead towards ‘reconciliation’
and peace.

Interestingly, the Sri Lankan military has been involved in many non-military activities postwar. It is not unusual to see military personnel involved participating in landscaping or
helping clean up Colombo or other cities. Military are also involved in selling vegetable and
engaging in large-scale agriculture, running holiday resorts, restaurants, travel and cruise
services, presiding over civilian government institutions and holding key postings in
diplomatic missions including at ambassadorial levels, conducting leadership training at
universities and building and maintaining cricket stadia 19 . Additionally, the Ministry of
Defense, controlled, not unlike many other ministries, by a member of the Rajapakse family,
16
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also presides over urban development, the functioning of police, registration and monitoring
of voluntary organizations, and the work of the Land Reclamation and Development
Corporation. Plans have also been underway to start a new construction company under the
auspices of the army20. Military spending has also increased with the 2012 defense budget
marking a 7% increase from the year before.

Moreover, the heavy involvement of the military in the daily life of people and the
assumption of administrative functions and executive powers crucially shows the country's
departure from democracy to a totalitarian state. This was also observed by the UN High
Commissioner for Human Rights after her latest visit of Sri Lanka in August 2013, where she
stated that Sri Lanka is heading “in an increasingly authoritarian direction”21.

3.4

Alleged Necessity/ Reasons for Military Presence in the North and East

Many arguments may be put forth to justify the heavy military presence in the North and
East. One is that the North had many stray and unexploded ordinance (UXO) to be found. In
addition to the Sri Lanka army’s own Humanitarian De-mining Unit, there are at least eight
other organizations engaged in demining and clearance of UXOs22. However, demining and
UXO clearance tasks alone cannot justify the extent of military presence in the North and
East as it stands.

Another argument is that in the post-war scenario, security presence is required for the secure
and safe resettlement of internally displaced persons especially. Though, for such purposes
setting up civil policing functions rather than military implementing the rule of law would
more favourable.

20

See “Company To Be Formed by Army to Undertake Projects”, The Daily Mirror, 19 January 2012, available
at http://www.dailymirror.lk/news/ 16179-company-to-be-formed-by-armyto-undertake-projects.html; accessed
on 9 February 2014
21
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and Mine Action, Spring, 15.1.
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Some have attempted to argue that continued presence of security forces in large numbers is
necessary to accelerate reconstruction and development. In fact, political and military
leadership of the State have repeatedly praised the role and contribution of the security forces
towards the rebuilding and development. As mentioned earlier, the military’s engagement in
reconstruction and development denies civilians of job opportunities in these sectors.

3.5

Effects of Military Presence in North and East (Tamils’ Homeland)

The Sri Lankan military presence in the North and East has had an enormous impact on the
livelihood of Tamil people. Not only have various civil, political as well as individual and
collective rights been infringed upon but the militarization is being used by the State as a tool
to execute structural genocide against the Tamil people.

The acquisitioned land for purposes other than what the law permits, is being used to build
new Sinhala settlements. This act, called Sinhalization, is an act of structural genocide. This
has been the case of the town Weli Oya23, which has not only had a demographic change
through the act of government backed Sinhalization, but has also had its name changed from
a Tamil name of Manalaaru to a Sinhala name, an act of erasing the Tamil identity in the
region.

Acquisitioned land is also being used for commercial purposes for private and government
agencies over the alleged development projects, in breach of the Land Acquisition Act. Such
a process of land acquisition for commercial purposes can be observed in the case of
Sampur24.
The acts of land-grabbing, done against the will of the Tamil people and for “military
purposes”, is a government sanctioned act to increase Sinhala presence in the Tamil
homeland through resettlement schemes and other programs, leading to demographic
changes. In this process, militarization is being used as a tool by the Sri Lankan State to
execute structural genocide against the Tamil people.

23

Bhavani Fonsenka and Dharsha Jegatheeswaran, Policy brief, Politics, Policies and Practices with land
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2013, p. 44
24
Ibid.
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Considered an act of aggression, the Sri Lankan State has gone a step further by destroying
war memorials, building military camps on cemeteries of Tamil cadres and replacing Tamil
memorial structures with that of the Sri Lankan army.

The military has simultaneously engaged in actively promoting war tourism, reminding the
Tamil community of the ethnic divide and projecting the Sinhalese as the victors and the
Tamils as the vanquished. To the Tamil people, this tourist enterprise exposes the Sri Lankan
State’s true feelings on ‘reconciliation’ within the island.

Military interference in the local economy is rife. Involvement in converting many of coastal
areas, in particular in the Esat, into tourist attractions has deprived local fishing communities
of their livelihood. Acres of fertile land belonging to the Tamil people have been taken over
for cultivation by the military. The military has also taken control of the civil administration
in the North and East. Depriving a community of their right to livelihood forces them to
relocate, and given these measures are executed on a mass scale, amounts to structural
genocide.

Many new legislations and gazette notifications of acquiring lands for military infrastructural
purposes have taken place in direct violation with Sri Lankan common law, known as
Thesavalamai Dasa Valami Law.

Large swaths of Tamil-owned land surrounding military camps have been declared High
Security Zones (HSZ), out of bounds to civilians, since the 1980s. The evicted Tamil
residents of these areas have been internally displaced since. Almost five years since the Sri
Lankan government’s declaration of an end to the war, these HSZs continue to exist and the
rightful owners are still unable to return to their traditional land.

Tamil places of worship in the North and East have been actively destroyed and replaced
with Buddhist temples and stupas. These constructions, a serious threat to the Tamil cultural
identity is an act of structural genocide, given Tamil people are not Buddhist while the
overwhelming majority of Sinhala people are, and as is the State religion. Furthermore,
constructed as monuments of conquest rather than for worship alone, these constructions also
stand as permanent reminders to the Tamil people of the Sinhala-dominated Sri Lankan
government’s priorities.
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The heavy militarization has also seen an exponential increase in sexual violence and sexual
abuse, particularly of Tamil women but not excluding men, inhabiting the North and East. Sri
Lankan military personnel involved in violent physical and sexual abuses on Tamil civilians
and captured or deceased female cadres of the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam has been
well documented by UK Television Channel 4 based on photograph and “trophy” video
footage by the perpetrators. The use of rape and sexual violence against the civilian
population is a form of genocide and fits into the genocidal agenda of the Sri Lankan State.
The issue of sexual violence is further analyzed in another chapter.

Concerned Tamils are also deterred from taking any civil action against acts by the military
for fear of reprisals from the military especially in the form of “white van” death squads,
known to abduct and murder those suspected of involvement in acts of resistance against the
militarization of the Tamil homeland.

3.6

Conclusion

Militarization is a tool being used by the Sri Lankan State to execute its agenda of structural
genocide of the Tamil people. The heavy military presence in the North and East cannot
simply be categorized as merely violating human rights of the Tamil people alone, but should
be analysed in the context of a wider agenda of eradicating the Tamil identity as a whole
from the Tamil homeland situated in the North and East of the island of Sri Lanka. Hence it is
paramount that demilitarization alone is not considered as a solution, as that in isolation will
not cease the ongoing eradication by the Sri Lankan State of the Tamil nation within the
island.

Unlawful land acquisition in combination with militarization has accelerated the agenda of
structural genocide through demographic change, replacing traditional names of villages from
Tamil to Sinhala names, active land-grabbing and re-colonization schemes benefiting the
Sinhala community, destruction of traditional Tamil structures and replacing them with
Sinhala monuments and acts depriving the Tamil people of their livelihood and forcing them
to relocate, all taking place in the North and East of the island of Sri Lanka. In addition,
physical and sexual violence by the military, is also contributing to structural genocide, and
will be elaborated on in the following chapter.
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4. The Systematic Land-Grabbing Continues Unabated
4.1

Introduction

In the previous section, we have discussed how unlawful land acquisition, creates an
environment and physical infrastructure conducive for military presence and the development
of permanent military camps. We further briefly discussed the process of land acquisition and
its impact on the livelihood of the Tamil people in the Northern and Eastern provinces.

This section presents detail with regard to the land-grabbing process that is pursuit to the
Sinhalization of the Tamil nation in the Island of Sri Lanka. Discussions and analysis
provided in this section evidence how land-grabbing has been facilitated by the Sri Lankan
State through various strategies over the past five decades.

This section is presented in two parts: 1. Land-Grab of Tamils within the Post-Independence
and Pre-War Context; and 2. New Tendencies, Patterns and the Intentions of the Land-Grabs
of Tamil Land within the post-war context.

The first part briefly explains how the Sri Lankan State has spearheaded the land-grabbing
process in order to politically marginalise Tamil people in their own homeland and destroy
their social fabric through the implementation of the Sinhalization policy during the postindependence period. Particularly, the use of extensive decomposition and recomposition of
the ethnic demography in the Tamil homeland by the Sri Lankan government. The impact of
which will be discussed further below is to destruct the idea of a Tamil homeland and the
Tamil identity. With a focus on the Eastern Province, an area subject to the Sri Lankan State's
creeping land-grabs since independence in 1948, this paper will provide a historical reflection
on the vicious land-grab processes that took place in the districts of Eastern province.

The second part focuses on the unabated and accelerated land-grab process which has
intensified through various methods since the end of Eelam War IV in May 2009. This part
provides both quantitative and qualitative data to illustrate this phenomenon by reference to
sources such as journals, books, newspaper and online articles. The primary data that are
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outlined in this report are derived from Focused Group Discussions, and from Key Informant
Interviews.

4.2

Land-Grab of Tamils within the Post-Independence and Pre-War Context

4.2.1 Eastern Province
The districts of the Eastern Province in the 19th and early 20th centuries had an overwhelming
Tamil speaking majority. In 1911 the Eastern Province was over 95% Tamil speaking,
although a Sinhala minority predominated in some inner hinterland areas. The Eastern littoral
was almost exclusively Tamil speaking and formed a contiguous Tamil region with the North
via contact between Trincomalee and Mullaitivu Districts (See The Census of Ceylon, 1888,
1901, p. 82-83; Ceylon 1921).

Up to 1961, the Eastern Province of Sri Lanka constituted two districts, Batticaloa and
Trincomalee. The old Batticaloa District was 7002 square kilometres. On the 10th of April
1960, an extent of 4318 sq. kilometres from the south of Batticaloa District was delimitated
and a new district with the name of Amparai was created and declared. It can be argued that
the intention was to reduce the Tamils’ dominance in the old Batticaloa District and create a
new district (Amparai) in what was historically part of the Tamils’ homeland. The impact
being that Tamils became subordinate because when the district of Amparai was formed, it
was carved out of the Batticaloa District, which was predominantly inhabited by Tamil
community yet some regions merged with it from the adjacent district were wholly inhabited
by Sinhalese. Thus, Tamils were made the minority here. This area was colonized by people
from outer districts, particularly Sinhalese, although there were sufficient Tamil and Muslim
communities from within the same district who constituted 2/3 of the total population of the
district then. It emerged that their land needs were overlooked. Five of the ancient Tamil
villages in the district have been renamed to Sinhala names. It could be argued that on the
whole, this scheme was introduced by the government with the sinister motive to make a
major change in the demographic pattern of the district, making the Tamil community 3 rd in
rank. (see Varatharajan, 2012 ( c );Mohideen,2007, ICG, 2008).
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Following this change, 60% of the land in Batticaloa District was shifted to this new district.
Such changes now constitute what is the Eastern Province, comprising of three administrative
districts, namely Trincomalee, Batticaloa and Amparai (see Manogaran, 1987).

An analysis of the population change in the Eastern province during the period 1901–2012
the Tamil population of the Eastern Province recorded a six-fold increase (from 96,926 to
617,295). Comparatively, the Sinhala population increased by 41 fold during the same period
(from 8,778 to 359,136), resulting in a substantial demographic change: with the percentage
of Tamil population in the Eastern Province falling from 55.8% in the year 1901 to 39.7% in
the year 2012, the Sinhala population increased from 5.1% to 23.2 %( Varatharajan, 2013, a,
b & c) during the same time frame (Ibid).

Population of Eastern Province by Ethnic Group 1881 to 2012
Census

Tamil

Muslim

Sinhalese

Total

1881

75,318 (58.96%)

43,001 (33.66%)

5,947 (4.66%)

127,755

1891

86,701 (58.41%)

51,206 (34.50%)

7,508 (5.06%)

148,444

1901

96,917 (55.83%)

62,448 (35.97%)

8,778 (5.06%)

173,602

1911

101,181 (55.08%)

70,395 (38.32%)

6,909 (3.76%)

183,698

1921

103,245 (53.54%)

75,992 (39.41%)

8,744 (4.53%)

192,821

1946

136,059 (48.75%)

109,024 (39.06%)

23,456 (8.40%)

279,112

1953

167,898 (47.37%)

135,322 (38.18%)

46,470 (13.11%)

354,410

1963

246,059 (45.03%)

184,434 (33.75%)

108,636 (19.88%)

546,474

1971

315,566 (43.98%)

247,178 (34.45%)

148,572 (20.70%)

717,571

1981

410,156 (42.06%)

315,436 (32.34%)

243,701 (24.99%)

975,251

2007

590,132 (40.39%)

549,857 (37.64%)

316,101(21.64%)

1,460,939

2012

617,295 (39.79%)

569,738 (36.72%)

359,136 (23.15%)

1,551,381

Year

Trincomalee District
The census of 1827 suggests that the Tamil speaking population of Trincomalee exceeded
18,000, whilst there were only 250 Sinhalese at the time. From 1827–1921 the Sinhala
population of the district did not exceed 5% of the total population (See Bergman, 1827, The
Census of Ceylon, 1888, 1901, p. 82-83; Ceylon 1921).
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According to the censuses of 1911 and 1921, the only division of Trincomalee District that
had a Sinhala majority was Kaddukulam West, within this sparsely populated dry zone area
of the interior were small Kandyan villages with a Sinhala population of 697 (The census of
Ceylon, 1911, Colombo 1922, p35).
The remaining divisions in Trincomalee District including Thambalakamam, Trincomalee
Town and Kottiyar Pattu were over 98% Tamil speaking in 1911 (the Tamil speaking
population exceeded over 23,000 in these divisions) (Ibid).

It is apparent from the colonial documents that Trincomalee District excluding Kaddukulam
West was an almost exclusively Tamil speaking region in the 19th and early 20th centuries.
Settlements under irrigation schemes played a major role and the three major schemes used to
settle Sinhalese in Trincomalee were the Allai Kantalai and Pathaviya irrigation schemes (
Varatharajan, 2012 ( c ). More than 50,000 acres of land were brought under this colonization
schemes by the Government and the majority Sinhalese were made to resettle onto the
traditional homeland of the Tamils. Such land-grabbing strategies started in 1950s, still
continue in various unchallengeable forms, severely affecting the Tamils.

Planned colonization backed by consecutive governments throughout the past years, has
resulted in the demography of the Tamil population in the Trincomalee District undergoing
drastic changes. The following chart will show this:
Population Statistics by Ethnicity – Trincomalee District
YEA

Sinhalese

Tamils

Muslims

Others

Total

R
Amoun

%

t

Amoun

%

t

1881

935

4.21

14304

1891

1105

4.29

17117

1901

1203

4.23

17060

1911

1138

3.82

17233

Amoun

%

t
64.4
4
66.4
9
59.9
8
57.9

5746

6426

8258
9700

Amoun

%

t
25.8
9
24.9
6
29.0
4
32.6

1212

1907

1920
1684

Amoun

%

t
5.4
6
4.2
6
6.7
5
5.6

22197

25745

28441
29755

100.
0
100.
0
100.
0
100.
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2
1921

1501

1946

11606

1953

15296

1963

39925

1971

54744

1981

85503

2012

4.4
15.2
9
18.2
3
28.8
2
29.0
8
33.4
1

18580

33795

37517

54452

71749

93132

54.4
7
44.5
1
44.7
1
39.3
0
38.1
1
36.3
9

0
12846

23219

28616

40775

59924

75039

37.6
6
30.5
8
34.1
0
29.4
3
31.8
3
29.3
2

101,99

26.9

122,08

32.2

152,85

40.4

1

7

0

9

4

2

6
1185

7306

2488

3401

1828

2274

1,257

3.4
7
9.6
2
2.9
6
2.4
5
0.9
7
0.8
9

0
34112

75926

83917

138553

188245

255948

100.
0
100.
0
100.
0
100.
0
100.
0
100.
0

0.3

378,18

100.

3

2

0

Source: Census and Statistical Department

While the Tamil population of the Trincomalee District increased to 122080 from 17069, the
Sinhala population increased to 101991 from 1203 during the period 1901–2012. This reveals
an increase of 615% for the Tamil population compared to the 8378% increase for the
Sinhala population in the same period. As a result of this the Eastern Province’s Tamil
population, which stood at 60% of the total in 1901, fell to 32.8%. At the same time the
Sinhala population increased by 27% in 2012 from its strength of 4.2% in 1901. The Muslim
population recorded an increase of 40.4 from 29%. This has led to the Muslim population
commanding the majority in population over the Tamils, who were brought down to second
place ( see Varatharajan (C ),2012).

Tamils are at risk of being further made a minority in what was historically their homeland.
According to the census of 2012 the Tamil population is dominating over the Sinhalese by a
mere 20089. If this trend continues, and seems to be the intention of the current government,
the Tamils will be converted to the third rank in their own homeland. In 1901 there existed
four administrative divisions. Of this, the Tamils occupied the majority in three divisions.
The Muslims were in majority in the Thambalakmampattu Division. Out of the total
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population in this division, the Tamils comprised 34%. The Sinhala people numbering 1203
who lived in the district of Trincomalee were found scattered all over the district. The
Sinhalese did not form the majority in any part of the territories of this district then. At the
time of enumerating the 2012 Census, there existed 11 Divisional Secretary divisions. Of
these: In five divisions the Sinhalese were the majority, in four divisions the Muslims were
the majority and only in two divisions were the Tamils the majority. Within the total
territories of the Trincomalee District, almost 60% of the area is inhabited by Sinhalese.
Around 30% of the lands are occupied by Muslims and only 10% of the lands are found to be
in the possession of Tamils (Varatharajan, a, b & c ,2012)

This shows the demographic change in the Trincomalee District and it demonstrates the
effect of planned settlement of Sinhalese people in the traditional Tamil areas.

Similar massive demographic changes were also forced on the Batticaloa and Amparai
Districts.

Batticaloa and Amparai Districts
Indeed, the modern day Batticaloa District had been almost exclusively Tamil speaking since
the early 19th century. According to the censuses of 1911 and 1921 the entire district was
over 98% Tamil speaking (Bergman, 1827, The Census of Ceylon, 1888, 1901, p. 82-83;
Ceylon 1921). This demographic pattern has continued to the present era:

In contrast the Amparai District has had significant Sinhala settlements in the interior
forested areas at the foot of the Bintenne hills (although very sparsely populated). In 1911 the
Sinhala population in these hinterland areas was under 4000, whereas the total population of
Amparai District was 7% Sinhala (The census of Ceylon, 1911, Colombo 1922, p35)

The densely populated coastal areas of the district were inhabited almost exclusively by
Tamil speaking people (over 58,000 in 1911). This demographic pattern had largely persisted
from pre-colonial times:

When the Portuguese and Dutch empires encircled Sri Lanka in the 1500s and 1600s, the
easternmost region of the island, centered on the present-day town of Batticaloa, was part of
the feudal territories of the Kingdom of Kandy, although local-level politics was firmly in the
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hands of sub regional chiefs of the dominant Tamil landowning caste, the Mukkuvars. The
inhabitants of the region were largely Tamil-speaking, except for some Sinhala and Veddah
villages to the west and south. (McGilvray, 2007)

In the latter part of the year 1940, the government of the time planned to undertake Sinhala
colonization in Batticaloa district. In keeping with this plan, the government started settling
Sinhalese in the Southern Batticaloa District (present Amparai) in 1940 and Trincomalee
District in 1950. The “Gal Oya” colonization scheme in the south of the Batticaloa District,
“Allai Kantalai” colonization scheme in Trincomalee District and Mahavali River scheme in
1970s in Trincomalee, Amparai and Batticaloa were inaugurated ( see Mugga, 2008;
Varatharajan (c ),2012);Peebles, 1990).

Today, 60% of the people in the Amparai District, the Tamil speaking Tamils and Muslims,
own just 30% of the land, whereas the Sinhala people who form 40% of the Amparai
population own 70% of the land which historically belonged to the Tamil speaking
communities of this area who have lived here for millennia (Varatharajan , a, b & c, 2012).
During the period 1901–2012, when the Tamil population increased to 112915 from 23494,
the population of Sinhalese increased to 251018 from 6172. According to this, when the
Tamil population increased by 381%, the Sinhala population increased by 3967%, during the
same period of time. As a result of this, the share of the Tamil population in the Eastern
Province reduced to 39.79% from 55.83% in the year 2012 when compared to the year 1901.
During the concurrent period the population of Sinhalese increased to 38.7% from 9.8%.
Likewise the Muslim population, which was 52% in 1901, was reduced to 43.6% in 2012.
This gap will be filled soon and the Muslim made minorities (Ibid).

The new Batticaloa District in Eastern Province was not subject to any major population
changes in terms of ethnicity after 1961. During this period of time, the share of the Tamil
population in the Batticaloa District was found to have increased to 72.8% from 68.4%. The
share of Muslims, which was 26.1% during the corresponding period, was reduced to little
less than 25.5%. The Sinhala population of 1.7% in the district was slightly reduced to 1.2%
(Ibid)

In the Eastern Province, only the Tamils command a majority in Batticaloa District. It is
because of the increased population of Tamils in Batticaloa District that the overall
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population in the Eastern Province has a Tamil majority. This position is also due to the
failure of government to implement its colonization plans under the accelerated Mahavali
Development Scheme. This coincided and was due to the Tamil struggle turning into an
armed rebellion in the mid-1970s. This resulted in the Batticaloa District remaining a Tamil
district, despite the fact that 30,000 Sinhala people from the South were settled in thousands
of acres of land in the Valaichenai, Vaharai and Kathiraveli areas in Batticaloa district in
1983 following the pogrom against the Tamils25.

4.2.2 Northern Province
Census information since 1881 has consistently shown that every division in the Northern
Province has had an overwhelming Tamil speaking majority. The one exception is the small
Vavuniya South Division which borders Anuradhapura District and has a long standing
Sinhala majority. It is this division that accounts for the majority of Sinhala people in the
province, which prior to independence did not exceed 2% of the total population.

The Northern Province consists of five districts: Jaffna, Kilinochchi, Mannar, Mullaithivu
and Vavuniya. Most parts of these districts had been under the control of the Liberation
Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE) during the 30 years of the war and it was for this reason the
Sri Lankan State was unable to implement its colonization schemes in these districts.
However, the government managed to settle more than 50,000 Sinhalese in the border areas
of Vaviniya and Muliiathivu Districts in 1980s through Weli Oya (Manal Aru) colonization
scheme. More than 20,000 Tamil families were also evicted by the Sri Lankan military in
Vavuniya and Mullaithivu districts (Manalaaru, Kumulamunai, Othiyamalai, villages of
Kokkilai, Kokkuthoduvai, Karunaddukerni, Nayaru, and Alampil) through violent arracks
and massacres in 198426 ( Thangavelu, 2013).

25

Part of the data taken from the presentation delivered by Opposition Leader of the Eastern Provincial Council
Mr. S. Thandayuthapani on 31 January 2014 at the International Conference on State Grabs of Tamil Land in
the Island of Sri Lanka at the British House of Commons jointly organized by the All Party Parliamentary
Group for Tamils and the British Tamils Forum.
26
Part of the data taken from the presentation delivered by TNA Parliamentarian Mr. S Sritharan on 1 February
2014 at the International Conference on State Grabs of Tamil Land in the Island of Sri Lanka at the University
College of London jointly organized by the All Party Parliamentary Group for Tamils and the British Tamils
Forum.
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4.3
New Trends, Patterns and the Intentions of the Land-Grabs of Tamil Land Within
the Post-War Context
The seizure of Tamil lands, which was initially carried out in the name of agricultural
development in the Eastern Province, continues unabated to this day through the employment
of various tactics, including the setting up of HSZs, Special Economic Zones (SEZs),
Buddhist religious structures, State-induced ethnic riots, etc. New phenomena among these
that emerged largely after the end of war in May 2009 are: takeover of lands for Buddhist
temples without any legal procedures, aggression by security forces on Tamil land, planned
colonization of Sinhalese with facilities in Tamil areas, sudden declarations of Tamil lands as
archaeological reservations, SEZs, wildlife reservations, etc., ejection of Tamils from their
legally owned lands and threats of bodily harm and force, confiscation of Tamil lands in the
name of ‘development’ and takeover of Tamil pasture lands to allow Sinhalese to cultivate
them etc.

4.4

Buddhist Temple and Land Encroachments

Since the end of the war in 2009, a new phenomenon has emerged: Buddhist stupas and
Buddha statues are being erected in historical and sacred Tamil locations in the North
and East and their surrounding lands are being occupied. Buddhist temples are built in
Tamil and Muslim villages even though there are no Buddhist people living there.
Thousands of acres of State lands are being encroached without verifying the ownership
and contrary to the legal aspects of these lands and Buddhist temples are being built,
thus hurting the minds of other religious communities. It has become a normal
occurrence that Buddhist priests are persistent and adamant in encroaching lands and
constructing Buddhist temples which were granted by government to people from
Tamil and Muslim communities who possess the lands with legal ownership. Their
activities lead to the Sinhala Buddhist ethnocratic State, where law and order have come
to a standstill and lands of Tamils and Muslims are forcibly encroached.
For example, in Batticaloa District alone, the lands mentioned below have been
encroached for establishment of Buddhist temples.
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Ilanthakulam village is situated about 6 km away from the Kuchchaveli Divisional
Secretariat. In this village 18 plots of Land Development Ordinance (LDO) lands
belonging to Muslims have been granted under LDO permits. In order to issue grants to
these lands, land marking plans have been drawn and marking stones laid to mark
boundaries. Due to the ethnic violence that has prevailed, the permit holders did not
enter these lands for the past many years. And now due to the present situation they
have tried to develop these lands and to occupy them. But the security forces have
prevented them from entering the lands and have said that the lands belong to Buddhist
temples27.

According to Retired Deputy Land Commissioner K. Kurunathan, Buddhist priests were
arranging to take over 8 acres of land of this for a Buddhist temple and trying to cultivate the
50 acres as at December 2013 Semmiyanmalai village of Batticaloa District. These lands
were being cultivated by Tamils farmers. There is a parcel of private land belonging to one
Kandiah Puvirajasingham by Deed No.14220. The deed has been executed by Attorney-atlaw and N.P. O.L.M. Ismail. A further 4 acres of land have been granted to one Indrani under
Land Permit No.6102 dated 17 December 1974. In order to dispose of the land to a Buddhist
temple tracing has been drawn and is available at the Survey Department28.
The name of ‘Thiriyai’ village has been changed to ‘Thirikattusaya’ by Buddhist priests and
even a name board has been displayed. Here about 3,000 acres have been encroached for a
Buddhist temple. These lands were once occupied by Tamils and paddy cultivation done by
them. These lands are situated around Thiriyai village and they have been surveyed and plans
prepared. The name of the village ‘Illanthakulam’ has been changed to ‘Masankawewa and
320 acres of land have been encroached in the year 2010. Out of this 20 acres have been
allotted for a Buddhist temple and the remaining 300 acres taken up for paddy cultivation.
Even a survey plan has been prepared. There is a small hill behind the Kuchchaveli
Divisional Secretariat office on which a Pillaiyar statue was established. Now the Pillaiyar

27

Data taken from the presentation delivered by Deputy Land Commissioner of Sri Lanka Mr. K. Kurunathan
on 1 February 2014 at the International Conference on State Grabs of Tamil Land in the Island of Sri Lanka at
the University College of London jointly organized by the All Party Parliamentary Group for Tamils and the
British Tamils Forum.
28
Ibid
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statue has been removed and a Buddhist statue is set up. The hill has been newly named
‘Samuthragiri’. Also, this place has been declared an archaeological area29.

In Trincomalee District also, numerous such examples can be cited.

60 acres of land located in Chempimalai have been grabbed in the Kuchchaveli D.S. Division
for the purpose of putting up a Buddhist temple there. This area includes a large amount of
cultivable land. 600 acres of land in Kanniragimalai, 75 acres of land in Kalikkaddukkulam
and 100 acres of land in Mankindimalai in Pulmoddai, a predominantly Muslim village
which also comes under the Kuchchaveli D.S. Division, has been recently grabbed for the
purpose of putting up Buddhist temples in these locations. 3070 acres covering a large
amount of land including paddy fields belonging to the cultivators and irrigating tanks in the
village of Thiriyai, which also comes under the Kuchchaveli D.S. Division, has been
surveyed and steps are being taken to grab this vast amount of land too. The only claim is that
there is an ancient Buddhist temple in the targeted area and the said land area is needed for
the use of the temple. In the Muthur D.S. Division, a Buddhist temple is now under
construction at a site called Third Mile Post Hill, grabbing about 5 acres of adjoining land. In
the Verugal D.S. Division, a Hindu temple (Murugan Kovil) that existed since long past on a
hill in the Ilankaiththuraimuhaththuvaram village had been demolished and a Buddhist
temple was constructed on the very same spot, grabbing about 25 acres of land around this
spot. Another Hindu temple in the village called Kalladi was removed and replaced with a
Buddhist temple, grabbing about 15 acres of land around it30.

This tactic of building Buddhist status and temples is being aggressively pursued by the Sri
Lankan military with the support of the government throughout the Northern and Eastern
Provinces. Since the war ended in May 2009, 28 Buddha statues have been erected along the
A-9 Highway between Vavuniya and Jaffna alone (Majeed, 2009).
In addition, Tamils’ land of the North and East are forcibly grabbed by the government for
reasons such as archaeological research, forest protection, coastal preservation, ‘pooja boomi’
(sacred land), development of tourism, etc.

29
30

Ibid
Ibid
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4.5

Sudden Declarations of Tamil Lands as Archaeological Reservations

Witnesses have also stated that Sinhala Buddhist archaeologists are engaged in nefarious
activities of Sinhalization. They are said to be visiting Tamil areas and 'excavating' Buddha
statues that they themselves had planted earlier. The purpose of this exercise is allegedly to
claim that the territory in question had been a Sinhala Buddhist area.
For example, in Trincomalee District, the world famous ‘Kanniya Hot Wells’ are located
about 10 km from the town of Trincomalee. There has been an ancient Hindu temple here and
this area is especially sacred by Hindus for performing their religious rites on the 31st day
after the death of a person for his or her soul to rest in peace. There is evidence in books on
Tamil literature and Hinduism attesting to the fact that even the late King Ravana performed
religious rites on behalf of his deceased mother31.

This place had been under the administration of the Divisional Council, Trincomalee Town
and Gravets since long past. But unfortunately, a few years ago, to the surprise of many, the
Government Agent of Trincomalee took over this sacred place under his direct control.
Subsequently the historic Hindu Pillaiyar Temple was demolished and a new Buddhist
temple emerged in the same compound. A Buddhist monk is appointed to maintain this
temple and the army deployed for security purposes. Both of them have sought permanent
accommodation in this place, which was once sacred for the Hindus. This conversion, which
wrenches the hearts of Hindus, was done under the pretext of declaring the place a ‘site for
archaeological research. The village called Kanniya is a predominantly Tamil area, and not a
traditionally Buddhist area32.

Further, a quarter acre of land in the heart of the Trincomalee town has been grabbed for the
purpose of archaeological research. This piece of land had already been officially handed
over for the use of an adjoining leading girls’ school in Trincomalee. When this school
attempted to start development work on this piece of land, it was obstructed in doing so33.

Under Article 17 of the constitutional law anyone can file a legal action for violation of
fundamental rights against government officials and under Article 126, the Supreme Court
31

Ibid at 27
Ibid
33
.Ibid
32
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can question the government officials about violation of fundamental rights. However, for
Tamils, seeking justice through the ethnically biased Sri Lankan judiciary is a myth rather
than a reality. The present Government Agent of Trincomalee is a Major General. An army
officer who commands the forces is unqualified to be a Government Agent. According to
Public Administration Circular No.82/2 under Land Order Section 180, it is the duty of the
Government Agent and Divisional Secretaries to prevent encroachments of State lands by
taking legal actions and obtaining fortnightly progress reports from Divisional Secretaries,
Grama Sevaka Officers and monthly study of the encroachment reports. The Government
Agent of Trincomlee District has failed to attend to the above. This is also the case in the
districts of the Northern Province, where the Governor was a Major General in the army34.

On the other hand, although a higher official is appointed under the Provincial Council
Administration and designated as the ‘Provincial Land Commissioner’, to deal with matters
related to land, he is virtually under the control and influence of the Governor. As a result,
the land issues pertaining to the Tamils in the districts of the North and East are handled
unfavourably. Even those holding portfolios in the Provincial Ministry of Land are rendered
powerless to solve the land issues that have seriously affected the Tamils35.

4.6

Special Economic Zones (SEZs)

In a number of instances, lands forcibly acquired by the State for HSZs during the war are
now being turned into SEZs. For instance, the government captured Sampoor in 2006.
Subsequently, within a few weeks of the Gazette Notification, the government declared the
Sampoor area of Trincomaalee District a HSZ in May 2007, thereby prohibiting thousands of
residents from entering the restricted territory. Soon thereafter the government secured
cabinet approval to allocate and nominate the surrounding region as an SEZ, which deprived
the Tamil inhabitants of their hereditary claims to their land, in spite of their ancestral
ownership. Around 3000 acres of the land have been allocated for a coal power plant
(Fonseka, B and Raheem, M, 2009;Nafso,2012) (Extraordinary Gazette (16/10/2006) SEZ 2.
Extraordinary Gazette (No. 1499/25 dated 30/05/2007) declared a HSZ in Mutur East 19

34
35

Ibid
Ibid
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GSDs 3. Extraordinary Gazette (No: 1573/19 dated 30/10/2008) 36 (see Fonseka and
Raheem,2009 and Nafso,2012).

4.7

Strategic Development Projects

Another tactic widely used by the government to grab the Tamils’ land in the post-war period
is the development projects. For example, under Strategic Development Projects Act No.14
of 2008, there exist 495 acres of land in the Kumburupity village in Kuchchaveli D.S.
Division. Out of this, 150 acres have been vested for golfing and for tourism under Section
26(1) of Tourism Act No.38 of 2008. Thereafter under Section 2 of the State land order, this
land has been disposed under an outright grant by the President to a hotel owner. The person
who obtained the land is a Sinhalese. For this transaction, Gazette Notification No.1671/ 29
of 17.09.2010 has been published already under the Tourism Act (Kurunathan, 2014).

In Kuchchaveli, 1805 acres of land in the Kumburupiti village has been granted on a long
term lease to Rigam Salt Private Ltd. This land surrounds a sea water lagoon. This area was
utilized by Tamils for a long time for fishing by poor Tamil fishermen for their day-to-day
living. As a result of the lease granted, the local poor fishermen have been badly affected37.

In the case of Trincomalee, the capital of the Tamil homeland, the Sri Lankan government
has grabbed a large amount of land in most of the administrative divisions of the Divisional
Secretaries in the district for the purpose of putting up camps for the Sri Lankan Army, Navy
and Air Force. Again reinforcing the militarization trend of the region

Over 5000 acres of land in the village of Sampoor consist of 7 Grama Niladhari Divisions
(Suddankuda, Elakkanda, Navaratnapuram, Palananagar, Sampur North and Sampur South),
which comes under the Muthur Division, have been grabbed for the use of the Sri Lankan
Navy. As a result, 7201 people of 1752 families who were displaced from those areas are not
allowed to go back there and they are now confined in the refugee camps, undergoing

36

Part of the data taken from Ibid and the presentation delivered by Member of the Eastern Provincial Council
Mr. K. Nakeswaran on 31 January 2014 at the International Conference on State Grabs of Tamil Land in the
Island of Sri Lanka at the British House of Commons jointly organized by the All Party Parliamentary Group
for Tamils and the British Tamils Forum
37
Ibid
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immense hardships even after the inland war had been ‘successfully’ brought to an end38 ( see
Fonseka and Raheem,2009 and Nafso,2012).

Over 120 acres of land in the villages of Palathadichenai, Mallikaitheevu, Palanagar,
Kadatkaraichenai, Paddalipuram, Nallur and Malamunthal – which also come under the
Muthur Division – have been grabbed for the putting up of camps for the Sri Lankan Army
and Navy. As a result, 200 families have been affected. Over 2,300 acres of land in the
villages of Veppankulam, Pankulam, Muthaliyarkulam,Panikkaddimurippu, Panmathawachi,
Muthalikkulam and Nochchikkulam which come under the Morawewa Division (formerly
called Muthalikkulam – pure Tamil word) have been grabbed for the putting up of camps for
the Sri Lankan Army and Air Force. As a result, 700 families have lost their residential areas
and cultivable lands39.
Over 2,000 acres of grazing land in the village of Palampoddaru, which comes under the
Thambalakamam Division, have been occupied by the SL Navy. As a result, the large scale
cattle breeders have lost their livelihood. Over 45 acres of land in the villages of
Eachchilampattu, Ilankaithuraimuhathuvaram (presently called “Lanka Pattuna” in Sinhala),
Poomarathadichenai and Seenanveli, which come under the Verugal Division, have been
grabbed for the putting up of camps for the Sri Lankan Army and Navy. As a result 110
families have been affected. Over 420 acres of land in the village of Thirumangalay, which
comes under the Serunuwara (Seruwila) Division, have been grabbed for the use of security
forces. As a result, 124 families who were displaced from those areas are not allowed to go
back there40.

Similarly, a large amount of land has been grabbed for the putting up of camps for the use of
security forces and for security reasons in the areas that come under the D.S. Divisions of
Trincomalee Town and Gravets, Kinniya and Kuchchaveli41.

According an ongoing survey commissioned by British Tamils Forum (BTF) has found that
the Sri Lankan State has grabbed at least 449,395 Acers (1818.6km² ) of Land in Northern
and Eastern provinces of Tamils’ Homeland since 1948 for various reasons including Sinhala
colonization, militarization, building Buddhist temples, for archaeological reservations,
38

Ibid
Ibid at 25
40
Ibid
41
Ibid
39
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Economic zones etc. Of which, at least 68,159 Acers (275.83 km²) are found to be private
land of Tamil people and the rest 381,236 Acers (1542.8km² or 154280 Ha) is found to be
State land. This means around 10% of the total land in Northern and Eastern province has
been grabbed for Sinhala colonization, militarization etc. This doesn’t include the forest
reserves belong to the State. In the total landmass of Northern and Eastern provinces, 35% of
the landmass is forest reserves, which is owned by the State. It is this forest reserves that are
being used in Mullaithivu and Vaviniya districts for Sinhala colonization. Apart from the
forest reserves, the State also owns large number of range land, wetland, barren land and
water blocks in the districts of Northern and Eastern provinces.

As part of this survey, a pilot survey in Batticaloa and Trincomalee districts with a
substantially wider focus was conducted. The survey team included five people including
retired land commissioners and retired superintendents of surveys. The information gathered
in this survey reveals shocking information, patterns and trends of the land-grab process in
Eastern Region.

According to the survey, below table and the chart show the level of land-grab in Baticaloa
district and the strategies used to grab the lands. In total 129,673 Acers land has been grabbed
between 2009 to December 2013. Out of which, 78, 674 Acers of land also has been grabbed
for building Buddhists Temples, Archaeological research and preservation and Forest and
Wildlife Reservation in Chipumadu of Manmunai West DS Division, Kudumpimalai of
Kiran DS Division, Keviliyamadu, Wakiyala, 19th Mile Post, Pulugunavai of Patttippalai ,
Paradithachenai of Chenkaladi. Meanwhile, 23060 Acers of land (Panichaiyadi of Kiran DS
division, Vedipottachenai of Manmunai West DS Division, Pulugunavai, Ampara Mahoya
Road, Keviliyamadu, Pulugunava Area of Pattippalai DS division, Sinnawathai,
Malaiyarkaddu of Vellaveli DS division, Palchenai and Kayankeni and Ralodai of Vakarai
DS division, Eeralakulam G.S.O Division, Mathavanai, Myladavanai of Chenkaladi DS
division) has been grabbed for the purpose of creating Sinhala settlements. Most of the lands
grabbed for Sinhala settlements are pasture land of Tamils and forest and wild life
reservations and Tamils permit lands. As evidenced below in the table, 17, 850 Acers of land
has been grabbed in the name of development and industrialization and 10,089 Acers of land
have been encroached for military occupation.
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Whereas in Trincomalee district, 93,907 Acers of Land has been grabbed by the Sri Lankan
State for various purposes since 1950. Of this 93,907 Acers land, the Sri Lankan State has
grabbed at least 64, 871 Acers for its Sinhala settlement schemes and most of these lands
were grabbed in the post independent and prewar period. At the same time, for the purpose of
militarization, the Sri Lankan State has grabbed 14,005 Acers of land. Out of the 93,907
Acers grabbed in Trincomalee district, around 20,000 Acers are found to be grabbed after the
war came to an end in 2007 in Trincomalee district. Notably, 4243 Acers of land has been
taken for cultural and religious purposes, particularly for building Buddhist temples in the
last six years period. Below table and chart reveal shocking details of these trends.
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There has been a significant impact of the unaddressed humanitarian issues while the
accelerated militarization and Sinhalization schemes are rapidly dominating the normal life in
Jaffna district.

A total of 716 private properties are under occupation by the army in Jaffna peninsula. Out of
these, 378 lands are with houses, 283 are plain lands and 46 lands are business buildings. The
army has also seized 9 public lands for its use outside the HSZ. Further 253 lands are under
the control of the Sri Lanka Navy, 123 of these are with houses, 104 plain lands, 7 lands with
commercial buildings and 19 public lands. 64 lands are under the control of the Sri Lanka
Police, 57 of these lands are with houses, 5 plain lands and at least one with a commercial
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building. Now, the SL military is seeking to legalise the seizure to enable itself to establish
permanent cantonments in Jaffna (Thangavelu, 2013).

The High Security Zone spans 6,381 acres around the Palaly airport, about 15 km away from
Jaffna town — consequently, thousands of families have been living as internally displaced
persons (IDPs) in 23 Grama Niladari divisions in the Valikamam D.S. Division alone for
more than a decade (Srinivasan, 2013;see Home for Human Rights, 2013).

While the pleas of these Tamil people who keep demanding their right to return to their
ancestral lands have been conveniently neglected, programmes for the Sinhalization process
have been speeded up. For example, under the direction of the Sri Lankan Defense Ministry,
steps have been taken recently to acquire 20 acres of land which belong to private owners in
Oddakappulam, Vasaavi'laan East. It has been further confirmed that these lands have been
occupied by the SLAF for the last 20 years and originally belonged to 200 families. In a
similar move, a large Navy garrison is being constructed in Mandaitivu on 200 acres of
agricultural land, which also belongs to Tamils42 (See Balasundaram, 2012).

The Sri Lankan Navy in Valikaamam West near Thiruvadinilai has acquired 100 acres of
land belonging to a private owner in order to build a Navy camp. The Navy in Maathakal has
acquired lands forcefully in three Grama Niladari divisions (J/150, J/151, J/152), blatantly
violating the

rights

of

258

families

who

owned

the

lands

(Ibid).

Since May 2009, 151 families have been resettled in Ki'laali, where a northern forward
defense line was maintained during the war. Now, they have been moved back to IDP camps
and are not even allowed to engage in fishing, upon which they depend for their survival. A
similar development is also occurring in Seanthaanku'lam, which is located close to the
Thellippa'lai area (Ibid).

Despite the fact that the people have demonstrated their will to return to their native areas by
making repeated appeals to the government officials, no decision has been made to grant
them their lands. As a result, around 119 families of Va’lalaay Division are still not granted
42

Part of the data taken from the presentation delivered by TNA Parliamentarian Mr. Mavai Senathirajah on 31
January 2014 at the International Conference on State Grabs of Tamil Land in the Island of Sri Lanka at the
British House of Commons jointly organized by the All Party Parliamentary Group for Tamils and the British
Tamils Forum and Ibid at 27.
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permission to resettle; they currently live displaced in Ma’natkaadu, Ampankudaththanai,
Point Pedro and Munai. Similarly, 45 families from the Allaarai Raamaavil area have
requested the Government Agent to stop the SLAF from constructing a camp on private land
by preventing the owners from returning. 73 schools, from four education zones in Jaffna,
have been shut down while the military Governor of the Northern Province has announced
that permission will not be granted to recommence activities of the Palaali Teachers’ Training
College. This is because 57 acres of land belonging to the training school remain under the
occupation of the Army, which is a part of the Palaali HSZ. Many more similar cases can be
listed in the same manner (Ibid).

The following table and the chart show the land occupied in Jaffna district by the Sri Lankan
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Data obtained the District Secretariat of Jaffna was provided to British Tamils Forum by a TNA
Parliamentarian on 7 January 2014 via email.
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Thousands of acres of land has been grabbed in the districts of Vanni. For example, West of
the Iranamadu Tank in Kilinochchci and East of the A-9 highway 25 acres of land are being
cultivated by the army with vegetables; in Theravil, almost 150 acres of land are being
cultivated by the army with fruit trees, in Vellamkulam, about 600 acres of land are being
cultivated by the army with cadjunuts, in Mukkombu 100 acres of land are being cultivated
by the army with coconuts; in Chunnavil, 600 acres of lands are being cultivated by the army
with cadjunuts. In Murugandy, the government is in the process of creating a mega housing
scheme for army personnel consisting of 10,000 houses covering 12,000 acres of fertile land
previously owned by Tamil peasants ( Thangavelu, 2013).
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4.8

Conclusion

It is clearly evidenced in this section that the land-grab of Tamils in the strategically
important Eastern Province was a deliberate and systematic structural genocide of Tamil
people mainly through colonization schemes and also by intermittent violence against
‘Tamils’ in the post independent, pre-war and war periods. Meanwhile, In the Northern
Province, militarization has been a key strategy for Sinhalization of the Tamil areas in the
pre-war and post war period. Taking over Tamil land to build Buddhist temples without any
legal procedures, aggression of security forces on Tamil land with no legal access, planned
colonization of Sinhalese people in the Tamil areas, declaring Tamil land as archaeological
reservations, reservation of land for Forest Department and wildlife, ejecting Tamils from
their legally owned land and threatening them with violence and using force on them to
confiscate Tamil land in the name of ‘development’ and allowing Sinhalese into Tamil
pasture land have also emerged to be the new trends of land-grabs in the post war period.

This systematic, State sponsored and unabated land-grab of Tamil traditional lands pose a
serious threat of a complete ethnic cleansing of Tamils in their Homeland.

Although, this discussion provides a clear picture of the land-grabbing phenomenon and its
relevant consequences and threats, the study is unable to cover all information and facts that
are available due to the impossibility of undertaking a comprehensive survey in Sri Lanka in
the current scenario. Hence the lack of complete information points out to the need to
undertake a comprehensive survey in Sri Lanka to better-understand the land-grabbing
phenomenon of the Sri Lankan State in the Tamils Homeland.
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5. South Africa’s Model of Truth and Reconciliation
Commission for Sri Lanka – A Trap or Trajectory?
5.1

Background

Three days after the armed conflict in the island of Sri Lanka came to a bloody end, the UN
Secretary General visited parts of the war zone. At the end of his visit he told the media, “I
have traveled around the world and visited similar places, but this is by far the most appalling
scenes I have seen.”44 In a joint statement with the President of Sri Lanka, he also underlined
the importance of an accountability process for addressing violations of International
Humanitarian Law (IHL) and International Human Rights Law (IHRL) 45. At the time, many
international stakeholders from the West also claimed they believed the end to armed conflict
gave rise to an ‘opportunity’ for national reconciliation in the island.

However, far from the beliefs and expectations of that section of the international
community, the realities on the ground differ significantly. The current Government of Sri
Lanka (GoSL), like previous ones, has failed once again in its promises and commitments to
its people.46 Almost five years since the government declared an end to the war, no genuine
attempts have been made to address the root cause of the ethno-political conflict. Negative
peace continues due to lack of genuine willingness by the Sri Lankan State to address the
genuine grievances and a negotiated political solution is far from being achieved. Along with
a blanket denial of its perpetrations, Sri Lanka has chosen to bask in triumphalism resulting
in a victor’s peace.

After pressure from international stakeholders, the GoSL established the Lessons Learnt and
Reconciliation Commission (LLRC). A UN Panel of Experts report released in April 2011
found that “the LLRC lacks the independence, mandate and witness protection capacity to
serve as an accountability process for the many credible allegations of war crimes and crimes
against humanity committed by both sides and recommended an international
44

Sara Sidner, “U.N. Secretary-General: Sri Lanka Sites for the Displaced 'Appalling',” accessed August 5,
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investigation.”47
Moreover, “[c]orrecting the LLRC’s flaws would require not only a new commission or other
mechanism but also a reversal of the Rajapaksas’ core post-war policies. While the LLRC has
served as a platform for airing some grievances, it has failed to win confidence domestically
and can do little to aid reconciliation. Sri Lankans know better than anyone that such a
commission is ultimately powerless.”48

The United States of America (USA) has since sponsored two resolutions on Sri Lanka at the
United Nations Human Rights Council (UNHRC), one in March 2012 and another in March
2013. It is currently in the process of sponsoring a third resolution at the UNHRC session in
March 2014. After her visit to the island of Sri Lanka, Ms. Nisha Desai Biswal, Assistant
Secretary, Bureau of South and Central Asian Affairs, USA at a press conference in Colombo
said, “[L]ack of progress in Sri Lanka has led to a great deal of frustration and skepticism in
my government and in the international community.”49

While Sri Lanka continues its time-buying strategy, a report from the Office of the United
Nations (UN) High Commissioner for Human Rights has stated, “The High Commissioner
recommends the establishment of an independent, international inquiry mechanism, which
would contribute to establishing the truth where domestic inquiry mechanisms have failed…
[A]n independent, international inquiry would play a positive role in eliciting new
information and establishing the truth where domestic inquiry mechanisms have failed. In the
absence of a credible national process, she believes the international community has a duty to
take further steps, which will advance the right to truth for all in Sri Lanka and create further
opportunities for justice, accountability and redress”50.

With the above mentioned developments and in the failure of its LLRC strategy, the GoSL
has actively sought to bring the discourse of South Africa’s Truth and Reconciliation
Commission (TRC) into the context of Sri Lanka’s discussions in order to avoid an
independent international investigation into wartime atrocities. It is yet another time-buying
47
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strategy to mitigate international pressure and to complete the structural genocide within the
Tamil homeland, which is being executed in particular through demographic changes through
military occupation and Sinhala settlements, destruction of the Tamil identity, Tamil cultural
degradation, and erasing Tamil history and replacing it with that of the Sinhalese.
This paper will analyse why South Africa’s TRC is inappropriate for Sri Lanka and
recommends alternative solutions to achieving genuine reconciliation and lasting peace in the
island of Sri Lanka.

5.2

Introduction: Why is South Africa’s TRC Model Inappropriate for Sri Lanka?

There are fundamental differences between the conflict in South Africa and that of Sri Lanka,
including in social, religious, historical and political contexts. In addition, there also exists
complete disparity in the deep culture of the respective conflicts. Therefore, copying South
Africa’s TRC model, particularly with a false intention, cannot solve underlying issues or
deliver justice for victims and survivors.

Post-apartheid South Africa developed TRC for its context. It is important that Sri Lanka
finds its own solution for its own context based on credible and factual historical
understanding. Arguably, South African leaders acted with moral convictions and their
leadership was accepted by the victims and survivors. In contrast, Sri Lanka while denying
mass atrocities committed throughout the protracted armed conflict has sunk into
triumphalism. And more importantly, despite overwhelming evidence of Sri Lanka’s
violations of IHL and IHRL, to date no genuine attempts have been made for criminal
accountability, punitive justice or prosecution of perpetrators.
South Africa’s TRC was established based on Christian notions of confession and
forgiveness. “Archbishop Desmond Tutu and Nelson Mandela exhibited and urged
forgiveness, supported by Christian religious convictions that they shared with whites.”51

In the context of Sri Lanka, the State is Buddhist centric with the constitution itself stating
Buddhism as State religion. While Buddhism itself is a philosophy known for peace,
51

Frost,Brian. 1998. Struggling to Forgive: Nelson Mandela and South Africa’s Search for Reconciliation.
London. Harper Collins.
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nonviolence, compassion, love and tolerance, in Sri Lanka Buddhist monks who yield power
in society and politics, have also been known to be architects of violence, intolerance, social
disharmony and hatred towards other respective communities. Most accused Sri Lankan war
criminals are Buddhists and a considerable number of powerful Buddhists monks have led
racial attacks and hate crimes towards other communities, promoting violent ideologies.

The mindset of the Sinhala chauvinists is that the entirety of the island belongs only to
Sinhala Buddhists. Former Sri Lankan army commander and alleged war criminal, General
Sarath Fonseka, once said in reference to the Tamil people, “I strongly believe that this
country belongs to the Sinhalese but there are minority communities and we treat them like
our people… We being the majority of the country, 75%, we will never give in and we have
the right to protect this country. We are also a strong nation… They can live in this country
with us. But they must not try to, under the pretext of being a minority, demand undue
things.”52

This entrenched mentality encourages the destruction of any identity that is seen to be a
challenge or threat to Sinhala Buddhist domination. A misinterpretation of the Mahavamsa,
which states that Buddhism needs to be preserved for a period of 5000 years in the island
until the next arrival/ reincarnation of Buddha53 has been used as an excuse to explain this
mindset. This has created a notion of racial superiority, and has led Sinhala Buddhists to
believe they are the chosen ones and that the island belongs to them alone54.

In South Africa, the TRC was led by dignitaries such as Archbishop Desmond Tutu and
Nelson Madela. However, in Sri Lanka, the process of ‘reconciliation’ is not only based on
defense policies, but also foreign policies, and the ‘reconciliation’ process is severely
influenced by Defense Secretary Gotabaya Rajapaksa. He and the Rajapaksa regime have
repeatedly emphasized the need to forget about the past and move on, in contrast to South
Africa’s leaders who called for forgiveness while remembering the past. According to
Priscilla B.Hayner there are five goals a truth commission is to fulfill55:
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1.

Discover, clarify, and formally acknowledge past abuses;

2.

Address the needs of victims;

3.

Counter impunity and advance individual accountability;

4.

Outline institutional responsibility;

5.

Promote reconciliation.

“Truth commissions aim to uncover and acknowledge abuses from the past by recognizing
the suffering of victims and making recommendations to prevent a recurrence of violence in
the future.”56 However, Sri Lanka’s President and his government have never accepted the
atrocities committed by the Sri Lankan Armed Forces (SLAF). Impunity continues to prevail
and perpetrators of mass atrocities roaming freely while victims of genocide wait for decades
for justice.

In this environment, it is highly unlikely that Sri Lanka will be willing to take adequate
measures to combat impunity or challenge command responsibility given many of the
accused are part of the regime itself. This may be the very reason why Sri Lanka is instead
interested in pursuing collective amnesty for the perpetrators accused of mass atrocities,
particularly the GoSL armed forces.

However, while the government suggests collective amnesty for their armed forces, the fate
of Tamil Prisoners of War is yet unknown almost five years since war came to an end. In
addition, members and suspected members of the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE)
have been forced through ‘rehabilitation’ programs where they are forced to endure a process
of assimilation and ‘Sri Lankanization’. Many detained LTTE suspects face constant and
severe harassments by the armed forces both in detention and after ‘release’ from the
‘rehabilitation centers’. Particularly female suspects or cadres continue to face sexual abuses
and harassments by the Sri Lankan military and police. On the contrary, accused Sri Lankan
war criminals move freely with some senior army commanding officers even being appointed
on diplomatic missions abroad.

It is important to highlight that very recently the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights
noted that “it would not be permissible for any truth mechanism to grant amnesties that
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prevent the prosecution of individuals who may be criminally responsible for war crimes,
genocide, crimes against humanity or gross violations of human rights, including genderspecific violations”57.
“In South Africa, where the granting of amnesty by the Commission has been one of the most
controversial aspects of its functioning, Bishop Tutu (1999) argued that “freedom was
exchanged for truth.” Heribert Adam (1998) writes of “trading justice for truth.” Now is
raised the ethically impacted problem of fungibility, the question of whether truth is a
commodity that can be traded – and if so, for what and at what price (Henderson 2000)?”58.
“For many, the proper response to the perpetrators of human rights abuses, violence, ethnic
cleansing, or genocide, must be criminal proceedings by some sort of tribunal, a court of law
(international law, perhaps) duly authorized to render judicial dispositions: to establish
justifiable facts of the matter, to render verdicts and, if called for, to punish. But truth
commissions (including the more ambitious truth and reconciliation commissions) cannot by
their nature deliver this sort of justice.”59

The LLRC report has also carefully avoided mentioning prosecution. Ironically, while
continuing to defend its soldiers against involvement in any crimes, the GoSL has been
highly intent on granting general amnesty to perpetrators, before any process has even had an
opportunity to commence.
Sri Lanka’s successive presidents have appointed over 12 commissions with regards to issues
concerning the Tamil people. Analyzing the history and trends of these presidential
commissions, none have been substantial or delivered any justice. Hence, it creates an
understanding that the aim of all Presidential Commissions have been to mitigate
international pressure, with this being the case for the LLRC and the discourse of South
Africa’s TRC model as well.

While it continues to ignore international calls for witness protection and fails to protect and
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promote human rights, soft approaches by international actors is highly unlikely to push Sri
Lanka into fulfilling its moral obligation and seeking justice.
Considering its deadly silence and denial of mass atrocities committed by the GoSL’s armed
forces, there is currently no space in Sri Lanka for accountability.

With justice and accountability being major pillars of genuine reconciliation, in Sri Lanka,
the State has neither created a conducive environment to start a process of genuine
reconciliation nor has a genuine will to do so.
The very Chairman of the TRC, Archbishop Desmond Tutu, has “urge the United Nations
Human Rights Council (UNHRC) to use their March 2014 session to pass a resolution that
will include a commitment to an independent international investigation in the form of a
commission of inquiry in Sri Lanka [as]… [o]nly this will help put the country on the path to
justice and reconciliation”60. When one who knows the TRC model exceptionally intricately
opts to support an independent international investigation over the TRC framework, it further
supports the argument of this paper.

In light of the above-mentioned various aspects, it is clear that any form of internal inquiry,
including the adaptation of South Africa’s model of TRC, will not succeed in the context of
Sri Lanka.

Therefore, this paper strongly advocates for an independent international investigation into
past and ongoing mass atrocities against the Tamil people in the island of Sri Lanka.

5.3

Challenges to Accountability and Reconciliation

Denial of mass atrocities, command responsibility, combating impunity, victor’s justice,
ongoing structural genocide, Sinhala Buddhist chauvinism and lack of political will are some
of the serious challenges to accountability and genuine reconciliation in the island of Sri
Lanka.
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During interviews conducted by the author for other research papers, a survivor of genocide
revealed, “As a person who has for decades experienced genocide by the Sri Lankan State,
what the Rajapaksa government is doing is not surprising. Indeed, we feel the pain more than
ever, but it is not new to us. The patterns of genocidal attacks may have changed, but the
intention and policies of consecutive governments towards Tamils remain the same. On paper
it may be ‘democracy’ but never have I experienced it during my life living in Colombo for
over twenty years. Reconciliation won’t be sustainable and earnest delivering justice and
ultimately addressing the genocide against the Tamil people.”

While GoSL talks of reconciliation to appease international pressure, Sri Lanka has in fact it
has accelerated its structural genocide, revealing its lack of genuineness regarding
reconciliation.

Over 2000 Christian, Saiva/Hindu and Islamic religious places of worships have been
destroyed due to war but government programs and aid to have these rebuilt have been
inadequate. However, the GoSL has keenly built, renovated and expanded Buddhist temples
throughout the North and East of the island in parallel to its Sinhala settlements and military
occupation programs.

In addition, while the Rajapaksa regime eagerly constructs new monuments for fallen
members of the GoSL armed forces, it has demolished monuments commemorating fallen
LTTE cadres with parents, siblings, relatives and friends of the deceased forced to helplessly
witness this cultural genocide. This act by the Sri Lankan State only hurts further and
deepens already sore wounds rather than addressing any form of healing mechanism. “If Sri
Lanka wants true reconciliation, simply blaming the Tigers is not enough. The government,
and the country, must take responsibility for the dead, mend the lives of the survivors –
whatever their ethnicity – and stop the vicious cycle of ethnic strife by arriving at a political
solution that meets, if not all aspirations, most of them. Until then, the end of the war will not
bring true peace.”61
An important factor to be highlighted is that ‘end of war’ cannot be inter-changed with ‘end
of conflict’, as the root causes of the conflict have yet not been addressed. The LTTE, a
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consequence of the conflict, may have been militarily defeated. However, a military solution
can never be the answer for a protracted ethno-political conflict. An absence of violence is
merely a negative peace and there always exists a possibility that the negative peace without
root causes of the conflict being addressed can once again lead down a brutal and violent
path. Therefore, it is extremely important to set the trend towards positive peace where there
is a presence of justice. Hence, concerned actors should differentiate ‘end of war’ from
‘ongoing conflict’ and instead utilize the term ‘post-conflict’.

Each year, the Rajapaksa regime and the majority of the Sinhala community extravagantly
celebrate the war victory over the LTTE. At the same time, the government takes brutal steps
to deny the Tamil people their right to commemorate and mourn the genocidal massacre of
their kith and kin, which has left up to over 146,000 Tamils unaccounted for in the last phase
of the war in May 2009 alone. Commemorating loved ones forms part of healing, and healing
is a process of reconciliation. Where freedom to remember is denied, questions arise as to
how a platform for genuine reconciliation with the Tamil people may be created.

5.3.1 The Denial Syndrome – a Numbers Game
“There are two mistakes one can make along the road to truth… not going all the way, and
not starting.” – Lord Buddha
According to the UN Panel of Experts Report (published in April 2011) “[t]wo years after the
end of the war, there is still no reliable figure for civilian deaths, but multiple sources of
information indicate that a range of up to 40,000 civilian deaths cannot be ruled out at this
stage. Only a proper investigation can lead to the identification of all of the victims and to the
formulation of an accurate figure for the total number of civilian deaths.”62

The GoSL, for their part, categorically denied the charges and claimed that they engaged in
the world’s largest rescue operation to release the people from terror’s grip – a ‘zero-sum
causality’ operation. “Our forces carried the firearm in one hand and the human rights charter
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in the other. Our forces never harbored hatred towards any community or individual,”63 Sri
Lankan President and Armed Forces Commander Mahinda Rajapaksa is to have said.
A report of the Secretary-General’s internal review panel on UN action in Sri Lanka, also
know as Petrie report, was released in November 2012, nineteen months after the UN Panel
of Experts Report’s release and stated that “[b]ased on internal review panel report, over
70,000 people are unaccounted for”64.

Defense Secretary Gotabaya Rajapaksa was one of the very few men commanding the
offensive military operation. According to him “ensuring zero civilian casualties was an
overriding priority for everyone involved in the humanitarian operations, from the political
leadership to the military personnel on the field of battle. Training on human rights,
international humanitarian law and the law of armed conflict as well as highlighting the
necessity to protect civilians has been integral to the training syllabi of the Sri Lankan Armed
Forces for many years. Moreover, when the operations commenced, strict orders were given
to the military at Security Council meetings to avoid civilian losses and minimise destruction
of civilian property. These orders were included in the operational orders handed down
through the chain of command, and all our military personnel on the ground were very
conscious of the fact that civilian casualties would not be acceptable.” 65 However, reality was
far from this.

While the Rajapaksa government claimed the military onslaught was the world largest
humanitarian operation, it used food and medicine as a weapon of war. The UN Panel of
Experts report stated “the Government systematically shelled hospitals on the frontline” with
“[a]ll hospitals in Vanni region being hit by mortars and artillery, some…hit repeatedly,
despite their locations being well-known to the Government” and accused the GoSL of
“systematically depriving people in the conflict zone of humanitarian aid, in the form of food
and medical supplies, particularly surgical supplies, adding to their suffering.”66
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In his submission to the Lessons Learnt and Reconciliation Commission, the Bishop of the
Mannar, Catholic Diocese Rt. Rev. Dr. Rayappu Joseph 67 pointed out that according to
Government Secretariats the population in the Vanni region was 429,059 in early October
2008. The total number of people, however, who emerged from the Vanni into governmentcontrolled areas since then according to UN OCHA 2009 statistics is estimated to be 282,380.
Hence, over 146,679 people in the Vanni have been unaccounted for in post-war Sri Lanka68.

5.3.2 Combatting Impunity
“Fighting impunity and pursuing peace are not incompatible objectives – they can work in
tandem, even in an ongoing conflict situation.” – Ban Ki-moon, The Secretary General, UN69

Impunity is the main reason why grave human rights violations, particularly genocide against
the Tamil nation, have continued for decades in the island of Sri Lanka. Repeated calls by
concerned international actors to end impunity have been ignored. “A visit by the UN Special
Rapporteur on extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary executions, Philip Alston, in late 2005
highlighted the escalating reports of violations and the problem of impunity, concerns that
were repeated after visits in October 2007 by Manfred Nowak, UN Special Rapporteur on
Torture, and Louise Arbour, UN High Commissioner for Human Rights.”70
Louise Arbour further noted, “In the absence of more vigorous investigations, prosecution
and convictions, it is hard to see how this will come to an end… There is a disturbing lack of
investigation that undermines the confidence in the institutions set up to protect human
rights,” adding that Sri Lanka’s culture of impunity was a serious concern71.

In May 2008, as a result of its failure to end impunity, protect and promote human rights Sri
Lanka lost its seat at the UNHRC. However, following this loss, attempts to transform its
human rights record towards a positive direction were never really made.
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Subsequently, five years later, according to UK Foreign and Commonwealth Office’s country
latest updated (December 31, 2013) report on Sri Lanka, “[c]oncerns continued over the
culture of impunity in Sri Lanka72”. Furthermore, “[i]mpunity has long been the rule in this
country where violations of international human rights law and international humanitarian
law are concerned, because successive governments wanted it that way”.73

This culture of impunity and the absence of accountability will never deliver justice for the
Tamil people who continue to be deprived of it by the Sri Lankan State system. Given justice
is a precondition and a major step towards lasting peace, an era of impunity must be brought
to end, perpetrators brought to justice, while the root causes of the problem and particularly
mass atrocities are addressed as step for genuine reconciliation. Globally known, ‘Never
Again’ must become a meaningful action in the island of Sri Lanka too, rather than a
repeated, attractive slogan.

Ending impunity and bringing perpetrators to justice need to be the entry point for
accountability and genuine reconciliation.

5.3.3 Command Responsibility – Blood-Stained White Flag
Numerous massacres of Tamil civilians were carried out by the GoSL armed forces
throughout the conflict. Bringing all the perpetrators of these crimes spanning decades is an
important factor that must be done, regardless of the timeframe.

However, since May 2009, the infamous white flag case has widely gained international
attention since international actors were directly involved or had sufficient knowledge of the
incident. In this case, after assurances of their safety and security were given by GoSL,
relayed via external actors, two senior political staff and a senior military leader of the LTTE,
accompanied by other political officers and nearly 300 civilians, surrendered to the GoSL
armed forces following instructions from the go-betweens. According to available
information, all were killed upon surrendering.
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In December 2009, former Sri Lankan army commander General Sarath Fonseka made a
shocking revelation claiming Defense Secretary Gothabaya Rajapaksa had “instructed a key
ground commander in the north that all LTTE leaders must be killed and not allowed to
surrender74”. Soon after his revelation, Sarath Fonseka was denounced, arrested and held in
prison by the ruling government, and a public rift developed between the two men who were
both happy to accept the credit and recognition for the execution of the military victory over
the LTTE.

In numerous interviews and speeches, Defense Secretary Gotabaya Rajapaksa had clearly
indicated his significant role in militarily defeating the LTTE and hence highlighting his own
command responsibilities. However, for victims and survivors of the Tamil genocide, Sarath
Fonseka too played a very significant role not only for his role in the last war, but also a
notorious commander responsible for mass atrocities committed since the mid 1980’s.
In fact, on 6 March 2014, Fonseka himself admitted during an interview, “There are the
people who are first and foremost responsible for everything that happened on the battlefield:
not the politicians who is sitting in Colombo. So if there are war crimes allegations and
somebody goes to the electric chair, it will be me because I commanded, I planned, I
monitored, I directed, I supervised the battlefield activities and I gave orders.”75
Former US ambassador in Colombo, Patricia Butenis, blamed “such little progress
towards a genuine Sri Lankan inquiry into the killings” on “the president and the former
army commander, Sarath Fonseka” being “largely responsible”, with this being “further
complicated by the fact that responsibility for many alleged crimes rests with the
country’s senior civilian and military leadership, including President Rajapaksa and his
brothers and opposition candidate General Fonseka.”76

Principle 19 of the Principles on the Effective Prevention and Investigation of Extra-Legal,
Arbitrary and Summary Executions states “an order from a superior officer or a public
authority may not be invoked as a justification for extra-legal, arbitrary or summary
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executions. Superiors, officers or other public officials may be held responsible for acts
committed by officials under their authority if they had a reasonable opportunity to prevent
such acts. In no circumstances, including a state of war, siege or other public emergency,
shall blanket immunity from prosecution be granted to any person allegedly involved in
extra-legal, arbitrary or summary executions.”77 Gotabaya Rajapaksa’s comment, which has
been examined earlier under the section 3.1 of this paper, highlights his vital role as the key
actor giving commands and instructions.

Although an important case, possible investigations of command of responsibility should not
restricted to this incident alone as there exists many more serious mass atrocities committed
by other commanders of the GoSL armed forces in different fronts against non combatants,
including intentional attacks on so called No Fire Zone and hospitals.

The final report of the International Independent Group of Eminent Persons (IIGEP) stated,
“[t]he Government should respect and implement the internationally agreed doctrine of
command responsibility as part of the law of Sri Lanka, whereby superiors of those who have
committed criminal acts may also be held responsible” 78 . The IIGEP emphasized to
investigate with vigor, where the conduct of GoSL armed forces has been called into
question. Yet, there has been an absence of will to do so on the part of the Sri Lankan State.
Considering Sri Lanka’s past record with regards to command responsibility, it is important
to appoint an international prosecution as part of the independent international investigation
to investigate the command responsibility.

5.3.4 “Vae victis!”/ Victor’s Justice
Immediately after the war came to an end, there was an unprecedented triumphalism among
the majority of the Sinhala community. This was exhibited in a manner which severely
humiliating the Tamil population regardless of their association with the Tamil liberation
movement. Research for this paper discovered that even Tamils harboring anti-LTTE
sentiments felt humiliated and hurt by the manner in which the majority of the Sinhala nation
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celebrated the victory. In the South, even in areas such as Wellawatte in the capital Colombo
where a large number of Tamils reside, Tamils stated they felt they could not leave their
homes as they had during the time of war, as Sinhalese had surrounded these areas and were
celebrating the military victory in a humiliating and threatening manner.

Arguably, the immediate reaction of the Tamil people living in the South was that of
insecurity, and highlighted the failure of the ruling government or any main Sinhala political
parties to build trust sincerely between both nations in the island.

At the same time, Tamils living in the NorthEast were grief-stricken. The Tamil diaspora
living abroad were their only source of information on the human catastrophe as information
on war casualities was purposely censored within the island by the government.

Furthermore, to date, hundreds of thousands of Tamils still do not know the fate of their kith
and kin gone missing during the war, or disappeared or arrested by the Sri Lankan army or
police after the war. While being forced to feel like slaves in their own land, their freedom
and dignity denied, the Tamil people were also deprived of their right to know the truth.
This forms the very foundation for the illusion of ‘genuine reconciliation’.

Survivors of the Tamil genocide want justice. Recently, Leader of the Tamil National
Alliance (TNA), the main Tamil political party, Mr. Sampanthan said, “War criminals must
be punished for there to be real reconciliation in Sri Lanka following the end of the war” and
further added that “the solution should include reconciliation which ensures the perpetrators
of war crimes are punished79”.

However, responses from the government representatives have been different. The Permanent
Representative of Sri Lanka to the UN in New York, Dr. Palitha Kohona said in an interview,
“If you look at the history of war crimes there isn’t one instance where a winner of a war has
been tried before a Tribunal. They have always been set up for losers. And if you were to
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take winners then the start would have to be taken elsewhere. Sri Lanka did not drop atom
bombs or destroy entire cities during the war”80.
To date, Sri Lanka’s calls for reconciliation have been on the foundation of denial of mass
atrocities, arrogant triumphalism and more importantly while accelerating the structural
genocide in the Tamil homeland. However, there cannot be genuine reconciliation without
justice, and victor’s justice will never pave way for genuine reconciliation.

5.3.5 Ongoing Structural Genocide
As analyzed in the previous chapters, demographic change through government land-grab,
military occupation, Sinhala settlements and sexual abuse on Tamil women have been
instrumental in the ongoing structural genocide of the Tamil people. These demographic
changes also aim to dismantle the territorial integrity of the Tamil nation. The government’s
strategy of compartmentalizing the Tamil homeland into five sections has been executed with
the intent of destroying the Tamil nation as a whole or part. According to the People’s
Tribunal on Sri Lanka, “the state of Sri Lanka is guilty of the crime of genocide against
Eelam Tamils and that the consequences of the genocide continue to the present day with
ongoing acts of genocide against Eelam Tamils.”81

The Sri Lanka has targeted the territorial integrity of the Tamil homeland, economy, unique
culture, identity and security and safety of the Tamil people, with the intention of eventually
eliminating the existence of the Tamil nation from the island of Sri Lanka. Hence,
safeguarding the Tamil traditional homeland, culture and identity are among the major
collective aspirations of the Tamil people as a whole.

Despite the mass slaughter campaigns during the war, the Sri Lankan State has been
successful in neither deterring the Tamil people nor forcing them to abandon their collective
aspirations.

The victimized Tamils are now being subjected to a new wave of terror campaigns through
State aided land-grabbing schemes in the Tamil homeland, which go hand in hand with the
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processes of military occupation and Sinhala settlements. A refreshed plan of selective
assassinations, abductions and torture is being used as the relatively soft coercive tactics have
failed to deliver the expected results of the Sri Lankan State. Therefore the policy of
colonizing the land is supplemented with a policy of terrorizing the minds of the surviving
population.

Almost five years after a destructive and protracted war, the repressive and intransigent
character of the ethnocratic Sri Lankan State remains unchanged. No signs yet exist of
willingness to change into a democratic and pluralistic civilized body. For the Tamil people,
the loss of life over decades and the pain felt over generations has led to the conclusion that
the Sri Lankan State lacks the potential to transform itself. Yet, this is yet to be realized by
the rest of the world.

Nearly four decades of asymmetric war between the Sri Lankan State and the LTTE ended in
an unprecedented bloodbath. It confirmed that the State's decisive victory over the LTTE was
achieved by massacring hundreds of thousands of Tamils. It was a well-calculated and
masterly executed systematic war plan, grounded on the State's unwavering determination to
annihilate any number of Tamils in order to achieve its ultimate goal. The unacceptably high
death toll may have caused the Tamil people up to 150,000 lives, serious physical and
psychological harm to many thousands, and destroyed millions of dollars of personal assets.
After witnessing the international community’s lack of action to prevent this mass
destruction, the Sri Lankan State has now accelerated the genocide in a different form. If
allowed to continue in this manner and at this rate, there will no longer exist a Tamil people
with their identity preserved and a sense of belongingness in the island of Sri Lanka.
Therefore, it is the international community’s moral responsibility and duty to protect the
Tamil people from the forceful assimilation process and the structural genocide taking place
in the island of Sri Lanka.
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5.4

Conclusion

As explained in detail above, the conduct of the war was in violation of IHL and IHRL. Postwar development has indicated that there is no will from the government to create a
conducive atmosphere for accountability and a genuine reconciliation process. Notably, root
causes of the conflict have not yet been addressed either. Consecutive governments have used
internal inquiries or presidential commissions to mitigate international pressure with repeated
empty promises instead of genuine attempts or willingness to solve the underlying problems.
The very same governments have also failed to establish mechanisms to combat impunity.

Given this analysis, it can be concluded that the TRC is no more than yet another time-buying
strategy. Therefore, this paper strongly concludes that an independent international
investigation into mass atrocities in the island of Sri Lanka is the only way towards
sustainable justice and a lasting solution to the protracted ethno-political conflict.
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